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ABSTRACT
This study of two student groups enrolled in

secondary school foreign language programs evaluateS comparative
achievement covering ',a four-year sequence of study. The control gr,oup,
results, reflecting previous foreign language elementary school
(PIES) instruction, provide' strong contrasts favoring the
continuation and further development of PLES programs. Experiment
description, research'design, and conclusions are reported.,

FLT'S`Description of FLS'courses, foreign language personnel data, and a
detailed statistical report are included. (RL)
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FOREWORD

The research studies reported herein, completed under the auspices of the

Department of Special Services, have involved the cooperation of many employees of

the Somerville Board of Education, particularly teachers of modern foreign languages.

Primary responibility, however, was delegated to the follOwing:

Project Director: Dr. Joseph H. Vollmer
Superintendent of Schools

Assistant Project Director: Miss Ruth E. Griffiths, Director
Department of Special Servi es

Principal/ Investigator Miss Dorothy E. Chamberlain
Chairman, Foreign Language Department

The statistical analysis which forms Appendix C of this report was prepared by

STACOKi statistical consultants, Williston Park, Long Island, New York.
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INTRODUCTION

In increasing numbers throughout the past few years, public and private schools
across the nation have introduced various programs for teaching foreign languages, in
the elementary grades. The public schools of Somerville, New Jersey, however, have
operated for thirteen years a continuous FLES program that was initiated with third
grade classes in 1949. That is, member of the first groups to participate were
graduated from college during the siring of 1962.

Since 1949, of course, the pioneer program.has been, modified extensively. Teach-
ing guides have been altered hnd expanded; personnel has changed; M.L.A.'studies,and
N.D.E.A. language institutes have influenced local thought and practices. However,
Somerville has exposed to FLES training a consistent enough group of students to under-
take a systematic evaluation of the effects of the program. The community, too, has
asked quebtions:

. Is the study of foreign, languages in the grades merely play?

. Do students tire of a language they study fOr tin years?

. Does the level of general academic preparation suffer when/time is allotted
for FLES instruction?

. On what grounds can the time, money, and effort devoted to a FLES program be
justified?

. Is the justification purely theoretical; or can results be measured?

In an endeavor to answer some of these questions, the Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, has authorized a study of the Somerville
language program to determine the influence, if any, of FLES study upon achievement in
the high school, irdiluding achievement in foreign language study.

To supplement subjective judgments, a mathematical statistical analysis was
undertaken by STACO, statistical consultants, represented by Frederic L. Matthews, ph.D.

/
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DESCRIPTION OF LOCAL PROGRAM

In the Somerville High School therp is a natural dichotomy in the student body.
The 'Somerville pupils have studied eithtr Spanish or.French continuously since. third
grade in the elementary school as part of the regular academic program. For the past
sever years there have been pupils in the Somerville High School who have studied
continuously either French or Spanish from third grade on. At-the same time, there
are tuition pupils enrolled who have not had this enrichoient in their academic prepar-
ation far high school.

Borough pupils on entering ninth grade continue the study of the language in
which they have had continuous instruction; French or Spdnish in alternate years.
If the Somerville pupil continues the language in high school, he is in a transition
class in ninth grade which permits him to enter'the third year of that foreign language
(French or Spanish) as a tenth grade pupil. In all classes in the Somerville,,,High
School, with the sole exception of the transition class in French or Spanish, students
are heterogeneously mixed in regard to whether or not they are Somerville pupils.

D
Because of this fortunate situation, it is pose 'le, by e methods of mathemati-

..cal-itatistics, to compare fairly using several different meas es the Somerville (FLES)
and non-Somerville (non-FLES) groups. This'research project ertakes a four-part

-measure as outlined in "Organizaticin'of Research."

When foreign languages were introduced in the SOmervil elementary grades, out \,_
standing and well-established programg were few. The Cleveland program was limited to
students of a certain I.Q.; the western and southwestern programs capitaliztd on the
large segment of bilingual pupils in their schools. Consequently, Somerville deter -,
mined to pioneer.

However, investigation and other preparations were compTeted before the proposal
was presented to the Board of Education. The superintendent of schools, the elementary
supervisor, and members of the high school language department recognized merit in the
plan that was beginning to crystalize. In the summer of 1948 one, only one, summer
language school trained for elementary schools --\ Western Reserve. A young Spanish
teacher, completing her first year: of teaching, was asked to take the training at her-
own expense on condition that she be relIeved'of one class and a study period if she
was interested in beginning the experiment. She was interested. The project' was next
presented to the Board. Members of the Board, too,were enthusiastic.

Since local thinking called for teaching Spanin'In the same manner the ..child
learns'English 7- that is, by imitation and practice -- Spanish was given to all, third
grade/pupil's. By the age of three, the baby has learned to use his own language --
all /the babies, the bright, the average, the dull. Initially each class met for twenty
minutes three times a week. Within three yeats class sessions were increased to five
'times a week.

During the first year some subjective conclusions were drawn. The pupil of low
I.Q. apparently learned as well as the pupil of high I.Q. sometimes better because
his most important equipment is a good ear. A second language evendid something for
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stutterers: they did not stutter in Spanish! oo, the enthusiasm of the third-

grader was never m,tched in a high schoo class. A point was also made of having
every third grade parent visit the progr m somet me during the year. The most fre-

quent comment was: Why didn't they do t is when was in school?

I

Since the first year was apparently a success, tlhe experiment was expanded the
following year by starting French in the third grade and continuing Spanish in the

fourth grade. Subsequently, Spanish and French have been alternated each year. The

language a child starts is purely an accident of birth, but he continues through
eighth grade whichever language he does sOrt. (At the inception of FLES, the only
modern foreign languages Offered in the hIgh school were French and Spanish, and
original plans tailed for continuing through high school.)

In 1954 the first tr,ition class was established -- Spanish 2E for graduates
of the Somerville Junior Righ. Of the forty-seven studdnts who continued college
Spanish in that first year,' only one failed despite the fact that the I.Q. range was

from-87 to 137. Either the early training or the interest or both might have been

factors in their success

The only sensd'in which FLES students "begin over" in high school, ifit can be
termed beginning/Over, is that a review is given at the beginning of the ninth year

to check on the/Progress of each incoming group. Although groups vary frOm year to

year, certain "ndamentals should be automatic; if they are not, some attention must

be given them

The pr gram, however, has faced some obstacles. Initially, teachers t wined to

work with gh school students had to be oriented to the elementary psych gyvand
throughout high school teachers trained in traditional methods have'had to be recon-

ditioned. (N.D.E.A. sponiored institutes are now assisting in this area.) Somerville

is fortun te in that it has had available certified teachers with a sound foundatio

in both anguage and education; however, the teacher turnover, particularly in the

elementa y grades, has been heavy.

Scheduling classes within a heavy junior high and high school-academic program

has also been an intermittent problem. Fortunately, the Board of Education has

accepted the fact that some upper level classes will have low enrollments, but the
student can still fit only so many y-classei into his nine-period day. Another situation
which occurs infrequently, but annoyingly to those steeped in FLES, is the need to com-

bat parental insistence that a student elect in high-school a language other than his

FLES language, that accident of birth.

Still another weakness recognized locally is the need for evaluative criteria,
particularly on the elementary level, other than teachers' subjective judgmOnt.

Although it is not felt that students must receive marks, teachers would appreciate

a means of measuring their and the students' progress.

In preparation for undertaking this government-sponsored investigation of the

Somerville experience, further descriptive and analytical data on the extent and kind

of integration which have existed in Somerville between the FLES and the high school

courses were established_. Specific questions have been posed:

IS FLES CONSIDERED "CONVERSATIONAL" AS OPPOSED TO THE "REGULAR"
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE IN THE HIGH SCHOOL?

Inasmuch as all courses are considered "conversational", if by "conversational"
one understands audio-lingual, the distinction between this and "regular" is difficult

to define. All language, grades three through six, is conversational; however, the

-3-



conversation( is directed to give a clear functional knowledge of the target language
. by drill's and taalogy rather than an intellectual knowledge based on rules. In the
junior high school and first liver high School a functional knowledge of the structure
(grammar) is paramount. Obviously, FLES students in ninth year have an audio-lingual
facility.in the language which those beginhing in high school do not have.

WHAT ADVANTAGE, IF ANY, IS OFFERED TO FLES PUPILS WITH RESPECT TO
THE HIGH SCHOOL WORK THEY CAN LOOK FORWARD TO TAKING?

The advantage to which FLES students may look forward in hjgh school is a college-
level course in their senior year which leads to the Advanced Placement examination.'
Therefore, the'successful passing of this examination carries the further advantage of
possible higher college placement and/or college credit,i or for some_} the advantage
of having met the college language requirement. However, even if.the_FLES student,
does not, elect to'continue his FLES language study beyond the minimum two years re-

. quired by most colleges, he has completed in that time three years of work -- that
desired by the college. He has the opportunity to elect more-units of a second foreign
linguage'or to pursue other areas of.specialization.

WHAT CORRESPONDENCE AND/OR INTEGRATION IS THERE IN THE TEACHING
MATERIALS AND EXAMINATIONS USED AT EACH LEVEL, FLES OR HIGH SCHOOL?

There is a determined effort to integrate the work or pnagram.crf-the7'eleme tary
school with that of.the junior high school and the,work of the junior highjichd 1 with
that of the high school as can be seen from the description of courses of each evel.
No examination, other than teacher-made ones is given as yet-at either the, eleme tary
or junior high level. /The 'reason for this ii,that any goody examination for ,thes \levels
that-suits local' purposes or needs is unknown. When'those examinations being'pr pared
under the MLA are ready for distriiution, Somerville' teachers will doubtlesi adm ister
them.

. ,

,

The screening between the sixth, and seventh grade is determined entirely by
teachers' recommendations.

During the,eighth grade the Modern Language Aptitude Test is given. This_may\,.

w
,

seem to some'to be A rather late date in the program to determine whether the pupil
has any language aptitude. However, this test, is designed'for%ninth grade up, and it
would not be possible to give it any earlier.

The results of the aptitude test in the eighth grade, together with, the results
of the Iowa Tests of Basie Skills, the Otis Mental. Ability, the teachers' marks and
recommendations are used to determine, whiak pupils should continue in the program in
the high school and at'Ighat level each pupil should continue.'.

The three possible levels are: 2E - enriched group, 2. - regular college prepaf-
atory class, or General 2, a terminal course for those pupils of less than average.
ability who do not have college as a goal. In the near future 2E for the enriched
group will be a second or third year course. The reaction of present Language 3
students is favorable to only one semester of regular second-year work and then third.

ONO

In high school again Somerville is still awaiting publication of the new achieve-
ment tests. The only examinations- -given are those prepared by the teachers, the French
Listening Test, and Cooperative Tests, or for the college-bound students, the-College
Entrance Examination Board and Advanced Placement Examinations.

Since 19491 the course of study has been changed several times. At present the
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Modern Language Guides for French and Spanish in he elementary schoOl are being used
as their title indicates, as guides. The junior h gh school progron has been changed'
several times and will probably continue to change. A course of study for the high
school written in 196 ,already has undergone numeroUsAdditions or deletions.

D
76

.

The language laboratory installed in 1961 has been the reason for some of the
changes.

Throughout the FLES and high school experience each of the four language skills
is, to soft extent, weighted. Roughly, this chart might represent their value;

Grade Listening 5peaking Reading

3

4

5

8 ,

'9

10

11

12

x
x
x
x Readiness
x Dialogues
x Dialogues
x Narrative and expos-

itory paragraphs
x Novelettes and cultural

material
One -act, plays, novels,

periodicals, poetry
x Gamut of contemporary

and classical writings
(intensive and exten-

_
sive)

Writing

Ditation-limited
Dication in increasing amounts
Dictation in increasing amounts
Translation

Some original writing

Paper 150-500 words

Term p pers of considerable
lengi

What this'amounts to then is that listening and speaking weigh heaviest throUgh-
out the sequence. Little reading and almost no writing is done before high school.
In the ninth'grade a little of both is done, in tenth grade quite a little more read-
ing, not much writing. Both of these skills are increased considerably in eleventh

i_grade; and in the twelfth, reading-has reached a point at which-dictionaries meed-be-
''Used -Only for less modern works or poetry, and writing has reached-a point of literacy
and accuracy for most.
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ORGANIZATION OF RESEARCH

4.

The records of all the graduates of the `elapses cif 1957-61 who had-spent four
years in Somerville High School were c011ected\for this study. Only the graduates
of the Classes of.1958-61 wbo.were enrolled in'the Somerville elementary schools had
FLES training. None of the graduates of the.Cless.of 19.57 die; therefore, a compariso
is possible before the inception of a. local FLES program.

Classifications studied are the elementary school preparation and the type of
'

secondaiy /school preparation. These classifications were sub-diVided )nto Somerville \\
(FLES), non-Somerville (non-FLESY (for the elementary preparation; college preparatory, -

non- college preparatory for the type of secondary school preparation. A parallel
factor considered is the election or non-election of any foreign language in the
secondary school. The numbers of pupils involved are reported in Table 1.

Table 1

Pupils" in Classifications in the,Somerville High School for Grade Point Average

Somerville Non - Somerville,

1

Any Foieign No Foreign
Language Language

College
Lep"

Non-College
!Leal_

Ccillege

Prep.._
Non-College

1957 67- --91 192,- -53

1958-61 228 188 426 443 1054 231

Total 272 231 493 534 1246 284.

Grand Total '1530 1530

Foreach of the 1530 pupils included, the various categories, a grade point'average
and general-ability (or I.Q.)vere reported. In all comparative analyses, I.Q.'s were
factored to insure that studies measure groups of equal ability.
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To evalute the effort of FLES study, four measures were employed:

1. General achievement -- represented by the final rade point average of seniors,
as a criterion of whether or not the enrichment in fo n languages affected,
the ovetall academic preparation for high school;1

2. Language achievement -- as indicated by high school foreign language -t as hers'.

grades, a subjective evaluat4on-of the -worth of FLES instruttion;

NO,

3. Language achievement -- as

Achievement Tests, a second

4. Pupil and parental reaction
study in the high school.

indicated by performance on G.E..E.B. Foreign Language
and non subjective measure for evaluation;

9

-- as indicated by continuance.of foreign language

The tests of significance in the entire study - grade point average; foreign
language achievement, and continuity -- Dave been taken at the 9970 level; i.e. the
chanceitthat a statistic or statistics will, be different from a hypothesized statistic*
is a long shot -- 99 to 1.

O

7

I
0

1
.. The methods used in the grade point average study, the teachers' grades in

:Foreign Language 3, the C.E.E.B. Foreign Language Achievement Tests are' linear
regressions related to the I.Q. together with analysis of variance. In the ,

continuity in foreign language study, the method was the binomial distribution
approximated by the normal distribution.

-7-



CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

General Achievement

The priliary purpose of the general achievement portion of the study was to deter-
mine whether the Somerville FLES students had had less preparation for total high school
work -- attr!',.tol,le to time spent on foreign languages in the elementary school --
than had the L-Altionally prepared students.

Over -all academic achievement of the pupils in Somerville High School is measured,
in this study, by a grade point average, covering their marks in all courses taken
throughout four years. It was found that there is no difference between the grade,
point average of the Somerville pupils and the non-Somerville pupils in the Class of
1957 and in the combined Classes of 1958-61. The difference between the mean of the
Somerville pupils and the mean of the non-Somerville pupils in the combined Classes of
1958-61 is less than 0.1% (0.001).

I.
The mathematical findings lead one to conclude that in Somerville, at least,

systematic study of a foreign language from grade three through grade eight 4oes.not
undermine the child's foundation in the'basic or traditional learnings. He does not
compete in high school classes other than foreign language under any discernible handi-
cap.' Oneinioht further project the hypothesis that in college or life situations he
will face no hardship attributable to deficient elementary school preparation.

Language Achievement

In addition to the consideration of general academic achievement, %teps were also
taken to determine the relation between FLES study and achievement in foreign language
study in the high school. Both subjective and non - subjective measures were em,..loyed.

Foreign language achievement, in
-

this study, is measured first by teachers' marks

% in Foreign Language 3 A.- French, German,'Latin, or Spanish classes pooled. This level
was selected, since only thOse students with an interest.and competency'in the foreign
language would have continued to the third leVel. In a sense, these marks may be con-
sidered a Measure of the foreign Language teachers' estimate of the FLES program.
Using records of all graduates of the Classes ,of 1957-61 who had spent four years in
Somerville High School -- 343 in all, regardless of the year in which the language was
taken -- teachers' marks in Foreign Language 3 were analyitd in specified classifica-
tions. The numbers of pupils involved are reported in Table 2. e.

-8-



.Table 2

Pupils in Classifications in Somerville High School for Foreign Language 3 Teachers' Grades

Somerville Non-Somerville

Spanish French Latin German Spanish French Latin German--,
F

0 0

M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M

1957 1 0 11 9 1 2 0 0 4 4 0 2 2 5

1958-61 39 45 36 45 4 2 2 2 , 20 32 7 22 10 18
hw

Total 40 45 37 54 5 4 2 2 24 36 7 24 12 23

Grand Total 343

Somewhat disappointing on the surface was the statisticians conclusion that the
foreign language teachers' estimate Of the FLES program, as measured by teachers' marks
in Foreign Lahguage 3 for pupils of equal general ability, shows'no discernible differen6e

.Classes

the, Somerville (FLES) pupils and the non-Somerville (non-1LES) pupils in, the combiped

-Classes of 1958-61. There was also no difference between the Somerville and non-Somerville--

. pupils in the Class of 1957.

However, the FLES program contains a one-year acceleration in Spanish and French in

the combined Classes of 1958-61; Somerville students in Spanish 3 or French 3 are in

their second year of high school study. The inference from statistics, -therefore, is
that pupils can advance at least one year in foreign language by the FLES program with no

harmful effect on their achievement. In fact, reaction of present third-year students
favors further acceleration -- a single semester of regular" language work in 2E to be

followed by third year work.

Currently, the advantage which FLES students may anticipate in high school is a

college leVel course in their senior year. This course leads to the Advanced Placement
examination; therefore, the su6cessful passing of this examination carries the further
advantage of possible higher college placement and/or eollege credit, or for some the

advantage of Wring met the college language requirement.

Although the analysis of teachers' marks incorporated in this research indicates
neutral findings, a pilot study completed in 1960 of the language students in one year

is significant. The STACO report indicated that at mid-term FLES students in a

Spanish ,3 class achieved approximately ten percent higher grades than°did other pupils

in the class who were in the traditional language pattern group, even though the FLES
students were Gone year younger. A ten-percent difference is mathematically significant.

Language achievement, in this study, is,also measured by the, College Entrance

'Examination Board Foreign Language Achievement Tests. If the test was taken more than

once, the higher score was used. Fifty pupils took the C.E.E.B. Foreign Language Achieve-

ment Tests; sixteen in Spanish, twenty-five in French, five in Latin, and 'four in German.
With reference to the entire group, a difference of 47 points in the means favored.the

Somerville or FLES pupils.

-9-



However, when analysis 'was limited to the languages of the FLES program, Spanish
or French, the scores of 41 pupils were involved. The difference in the means again
faliored FLES pupils, this kime by 67 poirits measured at the 1% level of significance.

That is, the odds are 99 tib 1 that in Spanish or French, a pupil who had FLES prepara-
tion will have a score 67 'points higher than a pupil of equal general ability who did
not have FLE'S preparation

Both measures of forejign language achievement -- teachers' marks and C.E.E.B.
scores -- support FLES continuation.

Parental and Pupil Reaction

Consideration of continued enrollment in foreign language study in the high school
was measured as an indication of pupils' and their parents' estimates of the value of
the FLES program. The pumber of pupils who continued to the next higher 1vel of a
foreign language compared with the total number of pupils who could have so continued
constitutes the measure'of continuance in this study. The numbers of pupils enrolled
at each level of the four foreign-languages are reported in Table 3.

Table 3

Pupils Enrolled at Each Level of the Four Foreign Languages (1958-61)

Somerville Non-Somerville
. .

_____ College Prep. Non-College Prep. College Prep. Non-College Prep.
Spanish

'Gen.Lang.1 I

Gen.Lang.2
Language 1 1

Language 2 /

Accelerated
Sub-Total,,2

Language 5,

-- Language 4
French

Gen.Lang.l
Gen.Lang.2

/ ( Language 1
Language 2

/
Accelerated_]
Sub-Total 2 I

Language 3
Language 4

Latin
Language 1 /

Language 2 I

Language 3I
Language 41

German
Language 1!

Language 21

Language 1
Language 4

1 17 6 98

1 15 2 46
50 16 189 ,101
42 2 177 49

80 30 - -

122 32 177 49
72 14 50 6

27 2 13 0

2 16 4 12

1 11 / 1 4

50 10 117 29

45 2 99 8

80 35

125 37 99 8

74 10 25 1'1

20 0 10 1

42 11 196 31

35 3 168 . 6

5 0 30. 0

2 0 13 0

27 7 82 22

22 / 1 75 14

3 / 0 d 27 4

0 0 1 0
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It must be recogniz d tha many factors affect election of a language in high

school: college entrance equi meets, determinakipn of a sequence (General Language

1 and 2 complete a sequence sc eduling difficuAles. However, all are related essen-

tially by the election of th pup is and their parent°. There are four natural drop-

out or retention times:

1. Retention of the pupils who elect the first course in General Language 1

and continue to the second course in General Language and then terminate

2. Retention of the pupils enrolled in the first level of traditional language

who continue to the second ,bevel of traditional language
O

3. Retention of the pupils who enrolled in the second level of the traditional

language or the pupils who enrolled in the accelerated level, both of whom

continued to the third level
o ri

4. Retention of the pupils who enrolled in-the third level and continued to the

fourth level.

At 99 to 1 odds, 4here was a significant difference in favor of the Somerville

pupils compared with the non-FLES pupils in retention from General Language 1 to

General Language 2 although the language itself, French or Spanish, was immaterial.

Seventy-eight percent of the FLES group enrolled in General Language 1 elected a

second year; whereas only 44% of the non-FLES pupils did.

Also considered noteworthy is the fact that 707. of the non-college-bound FLES

students -- free from the dictates of college entrance requirements -- did elect some

foreign language during their four years in high school. In fact even among the non-

FLES non-college-bound students at Somerville High School 62% elect & foreign language.

The difference is significant at 13 to 1 odds (90% level.of significance). In New

Jersey in the.fall of 1959, 48.2% of all pupils were enrolled in foreign language, and

in the fall of the previous year 43.7% were enrolled.' The national percentages-at the

same time were 27% in 1959 and 24.3% in 1958. Although the state and national figures

do not cover general language courses, they do involve all pupils including the college-

bound. /

There are four foreign languages in the sequence Language 1, 2 and the sequences

to follow: French, German, Latin, and Spanish. During the year of the study, 980

,pupils were enrolled in Language 1 and 748 pupils in Language 2, which does not include

the accelerated classes. Of both Somerville and non-Somerville pupils 76% were retained,

there being no difference among the four foreign languages. Whereas 88% df the college

preparatory students continued from Language 1 to Language 2, only 34% of the non -

college preparatory pupils did.

The local situation, however,'is a factor in this phase of the study: except'for

those who are entering level one of a new foreign language, the majority of FLES pupils

enter high school on level two (French or Spanish 2E) rather than the traditional level

one. The same situation affects the next phase, retention from level two to level three.

As might be expected, a very significant difference favored the omerville pupils

in continuation, from Language 2 to Language 3. Of 973 pupils enrolled in Language 2

and 322 in Language 3, the FLES continuation was 47% and the non-FLES 424%. However,

1 Modern Language Association of America, Reports of Surveys and tudies in the

Teaching of Modern Foreign Language, p.21.

.



one must recognize that college-bound students usuallyneed\at'least two language
units, Language 3 often being the second unit for the FLES group. A supplemental
breakdown of the four languages indicates that 38% of students enrolled in French,
German, or Spanish 2 continued,to the third level. In Latin 17% Continue from the

second to the third level.

No significant difference between the Somerville or FLES pupils and the non-
Somerville or non-FLES pupils showed in retention from Language 3 to Language 4.
Retention in both cases was 28%. There were 322 pupils in Language 3 and 89 pupils

in Language 4.

This study,of retention as,,a measure of pupil and parental estimates of the

value of the FLES program supports two major conclusions:

"First: There is no deletrious effect from the FLES program on the retention
of pupils in foreign language in the Somerville High School.

\Second: In the non-college preparatory pupils, there is a positive relation-
/ ship favoring the Fuis program in the election of a foreign language even

though the awareness of the non - Somerville pupils of the value of foreign
language study is reflected by a relatively higher proportion electing foreign
language than in general in the state or nation.
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**** DESCRIPTION OF FLES COURSES

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (3 - 6)

Procedures and methods used in grades three through six are alike in both French
and Spanish, inasmuch as the MLA Guides form the basis of both courses. Only the
'specific materials are, different.

I. Prftedures and Methods

A.

B.

Course content and procedures, methods and materials throughout
the elementary French and Spanish Programs in Somerville ale tilose
recommended in the MLA Guides for Teaching French and Spanisii.

I diate-stress is placed upori building comprehension of words,
sentences, and ideas expressed by the teacher. The children are en-
-couraged to repeat in chorus and individually; and from the first day
of the FLES experience they are expected to reply and are encouraged
to gain confidence in their abilities and progress. The goal is active ,

participation and involvement of all students.

In the introduction of each lesson or unit, the teacher finds it
able to explain in English to the children the proceduresinvolved
ghat is expected of them. For etample, in the, first unit in third

grade, the teaching of various types/of greetings and farewells, teacher
explains to the class: "We are going to learn how a French (Spanish)
child says 'good morning' to his teacher and how the teacher says 'good
morning (afternoon)' to the class. Listen carefully as I repeat this
greeting for you several times. Then all of you try to repeat exactly
what I have said in the same way." From repetition as a class, the
teacher proceeds to speaking to individual students, encouraging and
praising quick and accurate response. Finally the teacher feels the
stud9nts are ready for student-to-student conversations. Children are
encouraged to volunteer to play the role of the teacher. All vocabulary
/is presented in context, never in isolated words.

7

The core of the FLES program in Somerville is the basic dialogue,
as recommended by the MLA Guides. The basic dialogue represents some
realistic situation related to the experiences and interests of most
children of the age group, often correlating with some other area'in
the school curriculum, such as hygiene or geography.

1. Presentation of a dialogue lesson

a. Introduction of vocabulary to be employed in lesson through
pictures, posters, charts or concrete objects

b. Drill and mastery-of vocabulaiy by class



c. Explanation (rapid; in English) by teacher of the situation
about which the dialogue revolves ,

d. Dialogue divided into scenes, each of which is presented
rapidly in entirety by ehe teacher

e. RaOid repetition; sentence by sentence, by the class in chorus

f. Repetition ok scene, sentenCe,by sentence, sections of the

class ,/

g. Repetition of scene, sentence by sentence, by individuals

h. Drill -- individual sentences; one At a time; perhaps two a
day, stressing accuracy of pronunciation and intonation_

i. Student-to-student practice of individual sentences, pro-
gressively building up into the entire scene

j. Presentation by volunteers of: (a) the whole scene

(b) entire dialogue

2. Modification of basic dialogue
3. Question and answer, teacher-student-
4. ,Question and answer, student-student.

5. Question and answer, student-teacher student

6. Structural changes
7. Re-entry of previously learned materials in modified forms

0 _

II. Materials

A. Visual

1. .charts
2. calendars
3. pictures
4. flashcards
5. concrete objects: as required by unit

a. stuffed animals-
b. cutlery, plates, etc.
c. money: French (Spanish) coins, bills

6. posters

B. Audial: records

1. speech
2. music ,(songs)

III. Content of French Course

A. Grade III

1. Introduction to most usual forms of greeting and
Bonjour, madame, mademoiselle, monsieur.

Comment allez-vous, classe? Comment vas-tu,

Tres bien merci,/et vous?
Au,revoir, classe.
Au revoir, madame, monsieur, mademoiselle.
A demain.

farewell:

Jean?

2. Learning own name and those of other boys and girls in the class;
asking another student his name and replying with own name ,

ti
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3. Numbers from one to fifty-nine

4. Common classroom vocabulary: blackbolterd, wi dow, door, chalk,

pencil, eraser, boy, girl, teacher, chair, tc.

5. Colors
6. Animals: dog, cat, rabbit, et
7. Common classroom.commands an iwtivities: go to the door; to

the window; get up; sit do ; raise your hand; repeat; lower your
hand; write on the board; rase the'board, etc.

8. Members of the family: mother, father
9. Chiistmas unit: a Christmas carol
10. Using the telephone: Calling a friend to invite him to play
11. MOrning at home: Get up; get washed; brush teeth; etc.

12. Furniture in bedroom y .

13. Pays of the week: Today is Wednesday.
14., expressions of weathei: Response to questions concerning weather

15. Clothing: Boy's and girl's
. 16. The house: roof, doors, Windows:walls: etc.

17. Songs: Sui le pont.d'Avdignon
Monte sur un 41ephant
FAre Jacques
Savez-vous planter les choux?

4tait uneberg4e
£tait un petit navire

Fais Dodo

B. [Grade IV

Grade IV French course is sequel to Grade III and is built upon
/ materials learned in Grade III. Actual content: as recommended in

/ M.L.A.t, Guide for French in, Grade IV (Revised 1961 edition).

1'. Riviiw of Grade*III material
2. Unit of visit to a toy qtore :. purchasing an article; learning names

of various toys
3. Months and seasons qf the year
4. Foods and setting the table
5. Additional members of the family: brother, sister, aunt, uncle,

grandmother, grandfather /

1,6 A visit to grandmother's house: getting ready, preparations, etc.
7. The city:' buildings, streets, vehicles, policeman, etc.
8. Finding a lost pet: inquiry, policeman
9. Introduction of a new friend
10. Addresses
11. Simple geography: Paris is a city. It is the capital of France;

France is not a city; it is a country; Somerville is small;
New-York is large; it is a city; New York is in the United States;
it is not in France.

12. Numbers 59 - 1,000
13 Christmas Unit: more extended than Grade III
14. Songs: Review of Grade III songs

Au Clair de la lune
Le Coucou
J'ai perdu le do

Nfl
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C. Grade V

f
1." Review of Grade I units .

2. Aches and pains: Where do you feel bad? I have a headache, sore

throat, etc.

3! Telephoning doctor, dentist, etc. for an appointment

4. At the doctor's office
5. Rooms of the gouse'and furniture
6. Christmas unit .

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

An evening at home: activities of various members of the family
Preparations for a trip to France
Stores and shops in France, buying expeditions
Geography: Moreintensive than previously: important mountains,

rivers, cities; names of countries of Europe and their capitals
Dramatization of a fairy tale: Little Red Riding Hood

At the Post Office
,13. Number experiences: arithmetic, making change with French money, etc.,

14. Songs: Jean W gonas
Revie and additional stanzas of previously learned songs

D. Grade VI, *

1. Review of materials from previous grades

2. Shopping for a gift
3. Presentation era new student in, class: to teacher, to parent, etc.

4. Fodds: preparing 'a meal, selecting a meal in a restaurant

5. Preparing a surprise party
6. A day at school
7. Christmas unit
8. ,Family: how many members, how old, etc.

9. Buying a new shirt (dress, etc.)
10. Introduction to reading

a. names Of accents
b. basAc principles of pronunciaitOn
'c. regain paragraphs of materials already familiar
4.. relding,as a group
.e; individual reading.

f. finding words in a passage containing a given sound

g. word recognition, out dt>.context, from flashcards
h. writing words and sentences from dictation

i. differentiation between singular and plural: nouns,"verbs,

articles, etc.,
j. introdu:Lion to written forms of masculine, feminine of common

adjectives
k. introduction to conjugation of some basic verbs; particularly

conjugation pattern
1. *more formalized work with negatives

IV. Content of Spanish Courie

A. Grade III

1. Introduction to most usual forms of
Buenos des, senora, senorita,
LC6mo estgn, clase? LCOmo estas

greeting and farewell:
seiVor,

0.1, Juanita?



zMuy/bien gracias, y usted?
Adios, clase
.Adios, se5ora, seWor, senorita
Haste mairana.

2. Learning namei and those of other boys and girls in the class;
asking another student his name and replying with own name

3. Numbers from one to a hundred
4. Common classroom vocabulary: blackboard, window, door, chalk,

pencil, eraser, boy, girl, teacher, chair, etc.
5. Colors
6; 'Animals: dog, cat, rabbit, etc
7. Common classroom commands and activities: 'go to the door; to the

window; get up; sit down; raise your hand; repe4t; lower your hand;
write on the board; erase the board, etc.

8. Members of the family: mother, father
9. Christmas unit: a Christm#s carol

10. Using the telephone: CillAng a friend to invite4him to play
11. Morning at home: get up; get washed; brush teeth; etc.
12. Furniture in bedroom
13. Days of the week: Today is Wednesday.
14. Expressions of weather: response to questions concerning weather
15. Clothing: Boy's and girl's
16. The house: roof, doors, windows, walls, etc.
17. Cancionei: El rancho grende

Cielito lindo
Los numeros
Los pollitos
Las maainitas

Juegos: El burro
Pin Mar(n
San Serafiii

Naranja Nice
La vfbora de la mar.
La rueda de San Miguel

Recitaciones: La bandera
La viejita.

El patito
El aguacate
Riqui ran

B. Grade fV

Grade IV Spanish course is sequel to Grade III and is built upon
materials learned in Grade III. Actual content: as recommended in MLA
Guide for Spanish in Grade IV.

1. Review of Grade III material
2. Unit of visit to a toy store: purchasing an article; learning names

of various toys
3. Months and seasons of the year
4. Foods and setting the table
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5. Additional -limbers of the family: brother., sister, aunt, uncle,

grandmother, grandfather
6, A visit to grandmother's house: getting ready, preparation, etc.
7.' The city: buildings, streets, vehicles, policeman, etc.

8. Finding a lost pet: .inquiry, policeman
9. Introduction of a new friend

10. Addresses
11. Simple geography: Mexico is a country: Mexico City is a large

city. Somerville is small; New York is large; it is a City:

New,Wk is in the United States; it is not in Mexico.

12. Numbers -t00 10,000

13. Christmas unit: more extended than Grade III
14. Songs: Review of Grade III songs

El Milldnario
Amor, amor, amor
El barquito

C. Grade V

1. Review of Grade IV iwnits ,
2. A hes and pains; Where do you ache? I have a headache* sore

t oat, etc.

3. Tel phoning doctor, cleiltibtj, etc. for an appointment

4. At t e doctor's office
5. Rooms in the house dud house furnishings
6. Ch4is s unit
7. An even ng at home: Activities of various.membeis-of the family.

8. Prepare ions for a trip to some Latin-American country or Spain
9. Stores and shops in,Mexico; buying expeditions

10. Geography: More intensive than previously: important mountains,

rivers, cities: names of countriespf Latin America and Europe
and their capitals

11. Dramatization of a fairy tale: Red Riding Hood
12. .At the Post Office
13. Number experienced: larithmetic, making change wjth Mexican money,etc.

14. Songs: Maria Elena
,Review and additional stanzas of previously learned songs

D. Grade VI

1. Review of materials from previous grades
2. Shopping for a gift
3. Preparinga surprise party
4. Presentation of a new student in class: to teacher, to parent, etc.

5. Foods: preparing a meal and selecting meal in a restaurant
6. A day at school
7. Christmas unit
8. Family: how many members, how old, etc.
9. Buying a new shirt (dress, etc.)

10. Introduction to reading

a. accent, tilde
b. basic principles of pronunciation.
.c. reading paragraphs of materials already familiar
d. reading as a group
e. individual.reading



Cf.

r

f. finding words in a passage containing a given sound
g. word recognition, out of context, from flash cards
h, writing words and sentences from dictation
i. differentiation between singular-and plural: nouns, verbs,

articles, etc.
j. introduction to written forms of masculine, feminine of common

adjectives
k. introduction to conjugation of some basic verbs; particularly

conjugation pattern
1. more formalized work with negatives

a



JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL (7 - 8)

6

In Somerville the child is introduc d to the spoken language in grade three. The

junior high school program continues the emphasis on the spoken language. The skills

of reading and writing are introduced and grammar, concepts are presented. Cultural

items are inserted at every possible point.
/

I. Objectives

A. In the junior high the skills of listening, speaking, reading, and
writing are stressed in that order.

1. The student should understand the. foreign language as it is spoken
by native speakers in situations similar to his own experiences and
using vocabulary; idioms, and grammar with which he is familiar.

2. The student should 'speak the foreign langhage with reasonable
fluency using the vocabulary and situations appropriate to his age
and training. Answering basic questions, participating in simple
dialogues, and giving brief summaries of material he reads or hears
are included.

3. The student should be able to read in the foreign language material
at his level with not too much difficulty and without cowcious
translation. He should be able to read the texts and any other
materials which conform to his level of aavancement.

4. The student should be able to write anything he can say.

B. Culturally speaking, tile student should be familiar with French and ,

Spanish geography. He shoulq,know certain features of history, civiliza-
tion, and contemporary life. 41e should know several songs and a few poems.

II. Procedures and Methods

A. The process of learning a foreign language should as much as possible
follow the normal pattern which a child follows in learning his'native
language. The procedures and methods used in the junior high school are
basically those of the "new key" or audio-lingual method. Modifications
have been made, particularly in the beginning, to allow for the four years
of previous oral preparation and the introduction to reading which is given
at the end of grade six. The program may be divided into three periods:
the completely oral period, the transition period, and the reading-writing-
text book period.
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1. Oral Period

During this oral period which lasts approximately one month,
there is a,review of greetings, expressions, basic vocabulary, and
other items which the students have already learned.' This is done
by 4irect questioning and by use of a basic dialogue. The basic
dialogue is the care of the oral period and the transition period
which follows it. The objective is mastery of the basic dialogue.
Students are expected to know the dialogue from memory. From ,the

first day, mistakes in pronunciation and intonation are corrected.
The target language is used exclusively except for the short English /
description which introduces the dialogue. Pictures and concrete

objectsare used to convey meanings.

a. Presentation of Dialogue Lesson

1. Introduction of.dialogue in English: Teacher sets'the
scene and -tells students what the situation is. This
is not a word for word translation.

2. Teacher presents entire dialogue (or section) at normal
rate.

3. Rapid repetition sentence by sentence by students in
chorus. If the-sentence is long, it is broken up.and
practiced in meaningful phrases. The building is always
done from the encrand the sentence is always put together
in the end since the student retains in his memory the
beginning of the sentence but not the end. It also helps
to maintain logical grouping of words and proper' intona-
tion.

Give me some bread and butter please.

'please.
and butter please.

--some bread and butter please.
Give me some bread and butter please.

4. Rapid repetition sentence by sentence'by sections of
class, by rows, and finally by individuals.

5. Rapid repetition of whole dialogue (or section) in ohorus,
by sections, and by pairs.

6. Presentation of dialogue by volunteers.
7. Dialogue adaptation., Supplementary material is inserted.
8. Questions and answers concerning the dialogue.
9. Drills - individual sounds, structural patterns.

2. Transition Period

After the basic dialogue has been learned orally, students are
ready to proce d with the reading and the writing areas. This work
begins with the isolation of individual sounds which are used in the
dialogue. The students are asked to give words in which these sounds
are used. The words are written on the board. For the first time
the student is able to relate the written word with the already
learned pronunciation. The group continues in this manner until it
is possible to build up whole sentences from the dialogue and eventu-
ally the whole dialogue. Mimeographed copies are handed out and
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reading begins. At first students read after the teacher and

then alone. There is much skipping around to insure that the

student is actually reading and not reciting from memory.

Progress is from chorus reading to'sections of the class and

finally to pairs of students. It is helpful to number the

lines and call students at random to read individual lines.

When they can read the dialogue easily, they make a copy of

it,for homework. This is the first step towards writing.

Dictation of words and of sentences at the board foll9ws.

Finally the student is asked to write the whole dialogue from

dictation. The transition period takes approximately two weeks.

Text-book Period

The remainder°of the course is centered around the texts

(grammar, vocabulary, reading). Songs, poems, and other cul-

tural items are added to supplement the to s. The language

laboratory * is used to drill and to reinforce points already

taught in class.

Language Laboratory

One twenty-minute period a week is spent in the language

laboratory. The work of this period serves as an intensive

reinforcement of skills learned in the classroom.

III. Maeerials for French Course

A. Texts (Years in parenthesis indicate years texts were used)

I. $pink and-Millis. French"Storybook'Grammar. New York: Ginn 64.

Company; 1942. (1954-1956)

4 Rubin et Bergeaud. Le Francais' Par la Methode Directe. Pfris:

'Hachette, 1941. (1957-19611

3. Mauger, Cours de Langue et'de Civilisation,Francaise I. -Paris:

Hachette, 1953. (1961-1962)

-4. Croteau et Selvi. Premieres Lectures Culturelles. New York:

American Book Company, 1952. .

5. Keating-Moraud. 'Audubon. New-York: American Book Company, 1958.

B. Visufl Aids

1. Charts depicting various scenes such as family, town, country,

fair, etc.

-2. Bulletin Boards, Posters

3. Pictures
4. Flashcards
5. Concrete objects.(such as calendars, clocks, souvenirs of France, etc.)

6. Map of France
7. Slide6

* Linguatrainer Laboratory installed September, 1961 - Not in use during the period

of this survey.
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C. Audio Aids

1. Records

2. Tapes (made by teacher)

IV. Content of French Course

A. Grade VII

1. Oral Period
2. Transition Period

3. Text - (pages 1-72) Mauger, G. Cours de Langue et de Civilisation

Francaise I. Paris: Hachette, 1953 (1961)

. note: The lesson heading indicates the grammar and the vocabulary

covered therein.

a. Un, une - c'est
b. Un, des - ce sont

c. Le, la, les, 1'

d. L'accord de l'adjectif qualificatif, les couleurs

e. Je suis. Les adjectifs

f. Un chapeau, des chapeaux, it y a, y a-t-il?

g. Je ne suis pas. $uis-je? La matilre des objets

h. J'ai, le corps
,Mon, ton, son, la tote

j. Notre, votre, leur, les verbes en -ER

k. Du, des, l'heure
1. Au, aux, le jour, le mois, l'anne'e

m. Les verbes en -IR, les saisons

n. Ce, cette, ces, les mesures, l'gge

o. Les trois groupers de verbes, la maison de M.Vincent a Montral

p. Le passe oompose,de l'indicatif, la famille Vincent

q. Le pass42ompose, (suite), le salon, la salle a manger, la cuisine

r. Le passe compose avec etre, les chambres, la salle de bains

s. L'article partitif, les repas

t. Le futur de l'indicatif, une grande nouvelle

u. Le futur des verbes du 3e groupe, les vetements de l'homme

v. Le futur proche, les vgtements de femme

w. Le passe recent, lettres et passeports
verbe pronominal, la toilette de M.Vincent

)

y. Le passe compose dun verbe pronominal, le depart

4. Reading - In addition to the reading in the grammar text the following

intensive reading is done from Croteau et Selvi. Premieres Lectures

Culturelles. New York: American Book Company, 1952.
4

a. Villes de France
b. Fleuves de France
c. Les Provinces

f

d. Le Bretagne et la Nolimandie

e. Le Relief de la Fran0
f. Paris

g. L'Union Fran9aise
h. Analogie entre l'anglais et to francais
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5. Son s

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

La Chanson de3Voyelles
Noel du XVIIe Siecle
Le Petit Prince
En Passant Par La Lorraine
Plantons La Vigne

6. Poems

a.

b.

c.

d.

"La Fourmi"
"Mars"
"L'automne"
"La Vie"

B. Grade VIII

(Robert Desnos)

(Victor Hugo)
(Leonllontenaeken)

1. Review of'main points taught in grade VII.
2. Text - (pages 74-179)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

1.

m.

c,

Le pluriel des noms. La famine VinCent debarque au Havre.
Le pluriel des noms(suite). Dans le train
I pluriel des adjectifs qualificatifs. L'arriveii Paris.
L'imperatif: Vers l'hOtel.
Le comparatif. A l'hOtel.
Le 9perlatif. La"chambre d'hgtel.
Le feminin des adjectifs qualificatifs (2edegr)% Le petit dejeuner.
Le feminin des adjectifs (suite). Une promenade.
Le feminin des adjectifs (Suite). Le dejeuner au restaurant.,
Le Fujet et l'objet direct. Chez les Legrand.
Les wonoms possessifs. Maison ou appartement.
Les pronoms personnels. l'appartement des Vincent a Paris.' le salon.
L'objet indirect, les pronoms personnels (suite). to cabinet de
travail de M. Vincent.

n. Les pronoms personnels(fin).
o. La conjugaison des verbes en

et les' fruits.

p. Le feminin des noms(2edegre).
la poissonerie.

q. La conjugaison,des verbes en -CER, -QER.' Le feminin des noms
(suite). La boulangerie, la cr4merie.'

r. La conjugaison des verbes en -AYER, -OYER, -UYER. Le feminin
des noms (fin). Les marchands du quartier 'fin).

s. L'imparfait de l'indicatif (la &Tee). La 1 ,4e.
t. L'imparfait de l'indicatif (la repetition). Les grands magasins.
u. L'adverbe Le metro, l'autobus.
v. Les pronoms relatifs. Chez le coiffeur.
w. Les pronoms relatifs(suite) A la prefecture de police;
x. Les demonstratifs composes. Paris vu de la tour Eiffel.
y. Les adjectifs,et les pronomi interrogatifp. Les rues. La circulation.
z. Les pronomsinterrogatifs(suite). Le cafe-tabac. 4

La salle a manger et la cuisine,
-ELER, -ETER, L'epicerie, les ,legumes,

La bducherie'la charcuterie,
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aa.

bb.

cc.

dd.

ee.

ff.

gg
hh.

jj.
kk.

11.

nn

L'accord du participe passe - Au theatre et au cinema.
L'analyse grammacicale. Un concert au Luxembourg.
L'analyse grammaticaIe (suite).

Luxembourg.
uite). Les animanx du zoo.

Une lettre.
Le futur anterl.eur,
Le futur anterieur(suite). Dans les Pyrenees.
Le plus-que-parfait. La chasse et la peche.
La moisson et les vendanges.
Les animaux de la ferme.
Le participe present. Un mariage a la campagne.

La fete du village.
Le conditionnel present. Les sports.

C'est que. Un accident, l'hbpital.

C'est qui, c'est que. La fin des vacances.

J

3. Reading - In addition to the reading in the grammar text intensive read-
ing is done in Keating Moraud: Audubon and the following selections in
Crotfau et Selvi: Premieres Lectures Culturelles.

a, Le pere, son fils, et l''ane.

b. L'homme eritre deux ages.

c. La jeune veuve.
d. Les trois aveugles
e. Renard et fsengrin: Renard et les anguilles
f. Renard et Isengrin: Isengrin'et les poissons

g. La couverture
h. Le cuvier
i. Uneraventure de Gil Blas

j. Le Louis d'or

4. Songs

a. La Marieillaise
b. Chevaliers de la Table Ronde
c. Margoton
d. La Mer
e. Others

5. Poems

a. "L'aurore sur la mer"
b. Fables de la Fontaine

(1) "Le corbeau et le renard"
(2) "La cigale et la fourmi"

b. Games

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Bingo
Vocabulary Bees
Spelling Bees
Buzz
Je vais 'a Paris

Question cards
Connaissez-vous

et je prends...

mon oncle?
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7. Other Activities

a. French notebook (kept by each child)
b. Making maps of France
c. French Club (grade VIII)
d. Skits

e. Telephone conversations
f. Proverbs
g. Anecdotes
h. Assembly Programs

V. Materials for Spanish Course

A. Texts (Years in parenthesis indicate years texts were used
//

1. Lopez and Brown. Vamos a Hablar Espaciol. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1949
(1953-55)

2. Arjona, Doris King. Fronteras. New York: Scott, Foresman, 1952
(1955-1958)

3. Ginsburg, Nassi. Speaking Spanish. Boston: Allyn and BaCon, Inc.

1955 (1958-61)
4. La Grone, McHenry, O'Connor. Entender y Hablar. New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961 (1961-62)

S., Visual Aids

1
Fdp

and Latin America

3. bjects such as calendars, clocks, souvenirs of Spanish-speaking
countries, etc.

4. Bulletin boards
5. Posters
6. Pictures
7. MOtion Pictures

C. A dio Aids

Records'

Tapes that accompany text used primarily in the language-laboratory

ent of S anish Course

A. Grade VII

1. Oral Period
2. Transition Period'

3. Text - (units 1-10) La Grone, McHenry, O'Connor. Entender y Hablar.

New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961 (1961-62)

note: The topics covered in these units are topics with which the
students are familiar orally, but which they have not seen'in
written form and which have not been analyzed gramatically.
All items are presented in context.

a. Uso de t4 y usted
b. Concordancia de verbos
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c. Formes del verbo sin pronombres
d. Genero de,sustantivos
e. Artfculo definid* con t1tulos
f. Adjetivos demonstrativos
g. Orden de palabras en oraciones interrogatives
h. Uso del pronombre sujeto
i. Tiempo,presente de llamarse
j. Posicion ylconcordancia del adjetivotcon el sustantivo en

g4nero y numero. s

k. Plural de sustantivos
1., Artfculo indefinido
m. A personal q

n. Pronombres de complemento directo lo, la, los, las
o. Conocer, ser
p. Numeros 1-20
q. Los adjetivos posesivos mi, tus, su, sus

r. Mayor, manor
s. Tener
t. FITTneos 21-1,000

u.b ArtIculo definido con nombres de calles
v. Contraccan del
w. Concordanica de nuestro
x. Vivir

i
y. Contraccion al

. z: Las horas
aa. Formes del infinitivo
bb. lle ar, comer
cc. Expresiones negatives

r)

dd. los objetos indirectos me, te, 1i
ee. Usos de hay, gustar, falter 4
ff. El art(culo con deportes, con dlas de la semana

gg. Frases adjetivales
hh. Pronombres preposicionales
ii. Uso de it a + infinitivo

jj. JIJ&.ar.

kk. Artfculo con nombres de diversiones
11. Pensar + infinitivo
mm. Participio presente
nn. Formes progresivas
oo. Fechas
pp. Meses y estaciones
qq. El tiempo

4. Reading - All intensive reading material is found in the text.

Extensive reading is from:

a. Elkin, Benjamin. El hombre .ue caminO alrededor'del mundo.

Chicago: Children's Press, 1961
b. Friskiy, Margaret. El Indio Dos Pies y su caballo.

Chicago: Children's Press, 1959
c. Politi, Leo. Pedro, el angel de la calle Olvera.

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961

d. Rey, H. A. Jorge el curioso. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,

1961.
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5. Songs - An effective aid to further increase mastery of structure,
to increase vocabulary, to add interest, to enrich the cultural

.

background.

a. Villancicos (Christmas carols)
b. Cielito Lind°
c. Las MaKiriitas

d. Coroclocld
e. Alli'en el Rancho Grande

B. Grade VIII

1. Review of main points taught in grade VII.
2. Text - (units 11-20)

a: El prearito
b. Concordahcia de adjetivos
c. El pretirito de be verbos irregulares: ser, ir
d. N6meros ordinales, primero hasta quinto
e. Usos de hay que + infinitivo

tener que + infinitivo
a personal c

f. Ef tiempo imperfecto
g. Uso del prearito y/del imperfecto
h. Artl'culos con nombres de las partes del cuerpo
i. Uso de los pronombres reflexivos
j. Concordancia de adjetivos
k. Participios pasados
1. El presente del perfecto de los verbos
m." Uso de los objetos directos-
n. El tiempo del futuro
o. El reflexivo comp la voz pasiva
p. Futuro de ir, ester
q. Uso del infinitivo
r. El presente ubjuntivo
s. Uso del subjunaVo con querer, decir, cuando
t. Expresiones del telifono
u. Las formes demonstrativas de aquel, aquellos
v. tiso de acabar de + infinitivo
w. El pluscuamperfecto
x. Los complementos con el infinitivo
y. Expresiones de cortes1a
z. El conditional
aa. Medios de transporte
bb. El mandato

a

3. Reading - Intensilie reading in the teitt and extensive reading from
list under section 4 Grade VII.

4. Songs - Same as for Grade VII.

5. Games - Games are included in each unit of the text. Other games
depend on the individual teacher and his ingenuity, resources and
resourcefulness.

tr
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6. Other Activities

a. Assembly programs
b. Spanish Club (grade VIII)

c.' 'Skits

am.

to

ye.



HIGH SCHOOL (9 - 121)

I. General Language Sequence

The objectives of the General Courses are understanding and sneaking. Since
the pupils in these courses, are usually below average in' mental ability, repeti-
tion is the-principle of all learning.. While it may seem that the use of the' 4L
Materials may be a repetition for those in these classes who have been through'
the FLES program, these materials have not been used earlier and are therefore a
different approach to accomplish the same goals -'understanding and speaking.

A. General French II
011

1. Content

The basis of work in both class and laboratory is the ALM Guide.
Students learn vocabulary and grammar construction through-repetition'
of prescribed dialogues (see AL materials - Harcourt, Brace and World).
Each dialogue is. supplemented with'appropriate pattern drills anadapia-
tion of the dialogue so that the'process isn't just rote memory work.
Following several class periods of work on a single dialogue, general-
izations are made of the math gramMar pointscontained in that lesson,
though emphasis on grammar is minimized.

2. Speaking

Through-familiarity of the pattern drills and the dialogue adapta-
tion, students are able to answer and ask.questions based ow/information
in the dialogue, making it necessary that all class participation be %in
French... The class is always conducted in French by the teacher except

*. for the last few minutes of the period which. may -be given over for 4
questions in English if the students have them. (Discussions on cultural
material are also conducted in English.)

3. Reading

There are fourteen dialogues which the students don't see in, written
form'until the audio-lingual mastery of each is Complete. Students are ,

then given the printed page hich is read first by the teacher, then
chorally by the entire class and then by rows or individually.

Outside reading in backgkound and culture is in English (text:
Huebener. La Douce France. ew York: Henry Holt and Company, 1940).Isl,

Extra reports on such topics a costumes, religious festivals, etc. are
given by the students in English and supplemented with pictures.
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4. Writing.

After the dialogue-reading phase, students copy the dialogue
as it is read by the teacher. This_dialogue is then given as home-
woilt - students being instructed to follow a mdthod similar to that
used in class, saying the dialogue as they write it. A regular
dictation is given in class after two days' practice as homework.
Students have their copies to compare with their own writing.

5. Laboratory

Work in the language laboratory is used as an adjunct to the
audio-lingual practice in class.' Students attend twice a week for
twenty minute sessions. The tapes used are those of ALM - Harcourt,
Brace and World. Time is provided for listening, recording and the
playback so students may compare. their pronunciation to that of the
model voices. ,-Much of the material is repetition and recombination
of phrases and idioms presentee in class to reinforce the learning
proceas.

6e Materials

Whenever appropriate, additional materials are used to further
student understanding of the culture of the people. Records of
folksongs and films such as:

.a. kt-od for Paris Markets
b. French Children
c. The French Revolution
d. Modern France - the land and its people
e. -Une Famille Breton
f. Vacances en Norm le

7. Activities

Students are encouraged to join the French Club where they play
games in French and listen to guest speakers.

One trip a year is planned to visit the United Nations in
New York and to have dinner in a French restaurant.

B. General Spanish II

1. Method: Use of the aural-oral approach
O

a. In the classroom the teacher uses the foreign language as much
as possible; e.g., 0.7ing directions, asking questions, making
assignments and explaining materials to be presented. English
is completely eliminated except in certain emergency situations.

b. The students hear and imitatt the teacher, who is careful to
pay close attention to his own intonation, pronunciation, and
accentuation as well as to those of the student.
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c. Only after hearing and iepeatinglind complete oral mastery is
attained do the students attempt to read and write the materials
presented orally.

d. The teacher indicates to the students, through pictures, actions,
drawings, props, or pointing to the objects read, the meaning of
his words.

e. Variety in the classroom may include any or all of the following:

(1) Teacher-class response; teacher calls for choral recita-
tion or answers to questions.

(2) Teacher-group response; teacher calls for certain groups,
such as girls, boys or certain rows of class, to recite,
read br answer questions.

(3) Teacher-pupil response; teacher calls on individual
students to read, recite, or answer questions.

(4) Pupil-pupil response; teacher tells one pupil to-ask a
-question of another student who is in turn supposed to
answer the question.

(5) Frequent conversations based on materials learned;
various topics are assigned to be given as conversations
or else dialogues from the texts illustrating a particular
Roint.of grammar are practiced and memorized for presenta-
tion to the class.

(6) Games for vocabulary, grammar and cultural review;
teacher tells students to give the opposite of a word or
identify a particular person or place. If the student
answers correctly he,can go o the board and draw one
part of a picture of an animal. Or, a correct answer
may count as a base hit in a game of baseball, the winning
team receiving some sort of prize. Crossword puzzles or
twenty-questions types of games are played.

(7) Written exercises; certain exercises in the text are
assigned to be completed for homework. A student may
be required to make certain sentences-singular if they
are written in the plural, or' plural'if they are in the
singular. The student may also be asked to change the
tense of certain verbs or answer cert4in'questions on
his age, the date, the weather, etc.'

(8) Reading in the foreign language; after going over a
certain section in the book orally, the teacher assigns
this section to be. read, dkong with certain questions to
be answered, or particular pints to be looked for as
directed by the teacher.

(9) Classroom recitation of poetry, singing, etc.; certain
poems such As 4se of Becquer (,Que es poesia?
Joaquin Maria de Bartina, Ruben tario, and others are
learned. 'The singing of modern songs in Spanish-such
as "Amor," "Greenfields," "Frenesi," "Adios,"
"Aquellas Ojos Verdes (Green Eyes)," etc. providei a
con'rast with some of the older traditional songs,
su' as "Alla en el rancho grande," "San Sereni,"
'Adios Muchachas," "Las Mananitas" and a few of the
traditional 'Christmas songs, such as "Noche de Paz,"
IlCascabel", etc.
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2. Grammar

a. Grammar is taught analytically through the use of examples,
model sentences, and various types of structure drills.,

b. Some fundamentals of grammar, such as the masculine and
feminine forms, the definite and indefinite articles, present,-
past, and future tense conjugations of all three verb endings,
some essential irregular verbs, and possession must be taught
as grammar. This is done by the presentation of the particu-
lar point of grammar.in a model phrase or sentence illuELeat--
ing its usage. The ,teacher gives the model and has the

/students repeat it several times. vThen he provides a series
....afpther drills which make use of this same point of grammar

in a new setting. Soon, the teacher changes the pattern Of
the drill; but by supplying a "cue" word or phrase, the
student can complete the,drill correctly, according to the
example and the "cue ". These pattern drills are used by the
teacher to illustrate uses of various grammatical points.
They are most useful in providing practice and review of,the
basic structural,nd speech patterns.

3. The Language Laboratory

a. The language laboratory provides for constant review and prac-
tice of materials already leaped or being lerned.

b. Tapes are made on each unit by the teacher. After the unit
has been introduced in class and learned sufficiently, the
class goes to the laboratory and hears the tapes on the unit
being studied. Thus, the laboratory acts as a "reinforcing"
agent, i.e. it reinforces through constant repetition and
overlearning the work of the classroom.

c. The laboratory period is an important aid in that it affords
more individual ontact between student and teacher and helps
the teacher to evaluate the progress. being lade by each student.

4. Cultural appreciattion of the foreign.language

a. A review of Spain precedes the study of Latin America.

b. The study of Latin America is begun by a look at geography of
the country. Outline maps are useful in the locating of impor-
tant cities, rivers, mountain ranges, etc.

c. Historical events going back to the discoVery, exploration, and
conquest of the land, to the revolt of the colonies- against
Spain to the present are studied. It is here that we look at
the influence of such important figures in Latin American
history as San Martin, Bolfvar, Sucre, Miranda, etc. At thii
time we also begin to look at some of the prOlems of-Latin
America, past and present, politfaal and economical.



d. Throu0 the use of maps, outside readings, cliNings from
magazines and newspapers, we learn about the daily-life

represenitatitre`of the country. Styles of 'dress are con-
trasted and ideas on courtship,',the United States, religion,
etc. tire of particrular interest. A stud of a typical yEnu
obtained from a Spanish or Mexicatilrestauiant gives some
idea,ot the types of foods which are popular in these Latin
American countries, EnChilladas, tortillas, tamales, and(`
chile con catne are some of the more well-known dishes
students come across.

e. Music from albums such as "Bullring," -"La Fiesta Brava" and
"Sing Along in Spanish" gives examples of some of the types
of music originating in the Latin American countries.

5. Testing: Tests cover the students' ability to comprehend what they
hear and what they read, and their ability to express themselves in
the languagejorrectly and easily.

a. Oral tests of speaking

(1) Directed speech; teacher gives student directions
to ask a questibn or repeat a phrase,.

(2) Talk about or answer questions on pictures
(3) Question-answer type
(4) Oral resume of materials learned

b. Oral.tests of hearing

(1) ABCD type completion; student has choice of cor-
rect answer.

(2) Written rejoinder - joining two statements which
. are related to each other

(3) Passage with choice of answers to questions

(4) True - False

c. Written tests of reading comprehension

(1) Passage to'be read and questions to be answered'

(2) Fill-ins with glossary provided

(3) Identification of it0410,in passage

(4) Matching of ;dames end descriptions, PlaCes, etc.-

d. Viit7 tests of writing .
.

(1) Sentences in which the verb is to be changed from .

present to past or singular or plural
(2) Identification
(3) Completion tests in which a student is asked to

complete a paragraph already begun
(4) Writing out various pattern diIlls.which have

been learned orally
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6. Materials

a. Texts

(1) Lipp, Si and Besso, H. V. Conversational Spanish.
New York: Hastings House, 1947, a text prepared for
teaching Spanish to Air Force pilots in a short
period of time. (out of print)

(2) Ginsburg, Ruth R. and Nassi, Robert J. Speaking
Spanish. New York: Allyn and Badon, 1960, a text
which is especially suited for the general language
classes.

(3) Turk, L. H. and Turk, M. A. El espaiol al cla,
Book I. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1949. (used until 1958)

(4) Leal, Luis, ed. Periquillo. Boston: D. C. Heath,
1946, Graded Spanish Readers.

b. Pictures, posters, and various articles from the places
bei.ng studied e

c. Recordings by native singers, band's, etc.

*(1) "Bullring"

rf. (2) "La Fiesta Brava"
(3) "Christmas in Mexico"
(4) "Sing Along in Spanish"

2
7

,d. Materials from NDEA Summer Institute

(1)
(2)

(3)

Poetry: "Cantos de Vid, y Esperanza"
Songs: ,"Amor," "Frenesi," "Bgstme Mucho," etc.
"Tests" by Nelson Brooks

e. -Magazines in Spanish -.Life

f. Tapes prepared by the teacher for each unit of work

II. Trench Sequence

French IIE (a course for ninth grade pupils with a FLES background)

1. Speaking

All work in the classroom is conducted'in French. Pattern drills
'based on exercises in the text and on similar work from other sources
such as the Teachers' Guide and Recorded Text for Tapes and L'Encyclo-
pdie sonore which accompany clasi texts are used.

The student's vocabulary is developed through these oral drills,
dialogues learned, and reading. Comments on topics of national and
international importance, holidays, life in school and sports, are
encouraged at opportune dines. These discussions are enriched by
the travel and study\experience of the teacher. Practice in the
language laboratory serves to strengthen this foundation.
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2. Grammar

The first few weeks are spent in reviewing the work covered
in Junior High School. The amount of time consumed varies with
the group, the advanced:students needing less time than the slower,

ones. At this point the second year text is introduced.

3. lleaclig.n

Intensive reading is done mainly in the text. If time per-

mits a reader is used.

Extensive reading includes four books in English with French

or French-American backgrounds. Good students are urged to do some

of-their reading in French. A cumulative reading record is star d.

The school library provides a wide choice of books. Newslapets and

periodicals are available there as well as in.the classrooms.

4. Writing

Composltions are written, progressing from easy to'more diffi-

cult'ones. Suggestions are made based on the intensive reading and
dialogues, the student's own experience and later on subjects appro-

priate to his knowledge. Dictees, simple resumes, completion,
multipte.choice, substitution exercises and some translation from

English to French are given.

5. Culture

Songs, poems and games vary the more routine phases of language

learning. Both texts include material on France, its geography,
interesting traditions, modern customs, history and government. Here

again the teacher draws from his travel and study experience'to add
what he can to the student's appreciation of France. In French Club -

meetings contact with native French people whenever possible, singing,
skits and games provide additional gaiety and knowledge.

)
6. -Materials

a.° Texts'

(1) O'Brien and La France. New Second-Year French. New York:

Ginn, 1959
(2) Man3er. Cours de langue et de civilisation franfaises I.

Paris: Hachetq, 1953, (Advanced class).

Note: Id Junior High School the present class used Rubin
et Bergeaud. Le.francais par la methode directe I.' Paris:

Hachette, 1941. The next class to enter high school
will be prepared to start Mauger. Cours de lan ue et de

civilisation II. Paris: Hachette.
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b. Readers

(1) Hills and Dondo. Contes Dramatiques. Boston: D. C. Heath,

1927

(2) Hills and Dondo. La France. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1949

(3) Parqment. Lectures pour dgbutants. New York: Henry Holt,

1950

(4) Mauriac. Le Drle. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1957

c. Tapes

(1) Commercial: thoSe which accompany tests: O'Brien and
La France. Ginn

(2) Those made by teachers and others reproduced from records
such as Mauger. WEncyclopedie sonore. Paris: Hachette

d. Film strips, slides, movies

e. Reference materials are available in the classroom, school and
town libraries

B. French III (a course for tenth grade pupils with a FLES background)

1. Speaking

Cfassroom work continues to be conducted in French. Idiomatic ex-

pression, correct usage, shades of meaning, word definition and study of
word families play an important r6le in this phase of learning. Each

student.:owns a Larousse de poche. Oral discussion of all literature

read and several memory passages learned tend to vary the program.
Short "exposes" from, time to.time make interesting lessons with topics
chosen in France-Amerique, Top, or Paris Match generally. Discussion

of timely subjects continue to be used as in IIE. Work in the language

laboratory reenfOrces that of the classroom.

2. Grammar

More advanced grammar is covered including a review and continued
study of the use of the subjunctive as well as the conditional, passive
voice, auxiliary verbs (devoir, ppuvoir, savoir, vouloir), verbs followed
by prepositions; and irregular verbs. As in French IIE the "honors"
group will proceed more-rapidly and have more time for reading than the

7-- other,groups.

3. Reading \.

Reading must be adapted to the class. Much more intensive reading

is done in this course than in IIE (see materials below).

Extensive reading is continued and recorded on the cumulative sheet.
Three or four books in ench are assigned and reported pn orally. These

books may be read by the ntire class if available or chosen on an indi-

vidual basis from the school library..
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4. Writing

Letters and compositions on assigned topics are made from studies
related to classwork. Extensive exercises in the text supplement the
oral presentation of the grammar and cultural aspects of each lesson.
Three or four written book reports are made during the year.

5. Culture

To a greater extent than previously the student has the opportunity
to increase his knowledge and appreciation of French culture through his
reading, seeing slides, films, hearing records and tapes, a visit to a
museum, lunch in a French restaurant, a play or participation in French
Club.

6. Materials

a. Grammar: Mauger. Cours de langue et de civilisation francaises II.
Paris: Hachette, 1955 (Degres 1, 2)

b. Readers (#oice)

(1) Meras and Celieres. French Reading and Practice. New York:
/

Globe Book Company, 1936.
(2) Daudet. Neuf Contes choisis. New York: Henry Holt, 1938
(3) La BrOte. Aimer Quand Mime. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1980
(4) Loti. Pecheur d'Islande. New York: Allyn and Bacon, 1922
(5) Lavisse. Cours elfimentaire. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1919

c. Dictionaries: The students own Mansion. Pocket Dictionary.
French-English. D. C. Heath and Larousse. Larousse de poche.

d.' Tapes and records such as:

(1) EMC series of famous people, Promenades en France
(2) Those made by faculty
(3) Audio-Lingual Digest, Pleasantville, New York
(4) Gems of Wit, Wisdom and Beauty (Girard) SMC
(5) Chansons de Noel, Vanguard
(6) Records made at Middlebury College by Mme Moussu and Pierre

Thomas to accompany French Reading and Practice and Neuf
contes choisis

e. Dictionari- reference:
'-'-

((1) Larousse. 'etit Larousse
.

(2) Mansion. S orter French-En lish Dic . New York:
r D. C. Heath

(3) Heath. 'Standard and English Dictionary, Parts 1
and 2. New York:- 'D. C. Heath

4
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C. French IV- (a course for eleventh grade students with FLES background)
4,

1. Speaking

,By this time the students are equipped with a vocabulary of fair
range which enables them to answer questions quite fully, to ask thought
provoking questions of their fellow students and expect replies of simi-
lar quality, to make oral reports on books and magazine articles which
they have read. They should be able to understand a native person who
is speaking in his natural manner.

The aim is to give. these students a greater skill in speaking and
comprehending spoken French, to increase their curiosity about the
literature and culture of France and to develop a greater ability to
understand the French people.

/ \\
Articles in France-Amerique, Paris Match, I'm, Realites and other

similar periodicals when available form the basis for "exposes braux"
from time to time. A few "textes commentes" are made. A'conversation
text in its premiere partie provides a vicarious trip to France. Stu-
dents also enjoy dramatization of scenes from Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
and Cyrano de Bergerac.

J.,n the laboratory literary excerpts, intonations and pronunciation
e rci4,es, aural and oral tests and records of current interest provide
ad itional experience suitable to their student needs.

2. Gra

Work is continued in Cours de langue II, degrs 3 and 4. Progress
depends again on the class, whether honors or not. The review is con-
tinued with grammatical and idiomatic constructions presented on a more
dvanced level. The compound and formal tenses (indicative, subjunctive,.
conditional; active and passive) used in literary works are studied and
their use noted during the reading,

3. Reading

Intensive - The reading includes selections of a wide variety which
give the student experience in observing the style of several different
authors. A sense of literary values comes as a cumulative result of this
wider range of works by outstanding, representative French authors. Con-
silerable research and reference work is done (see Culture).

Extensive - Five books are read during the year, including a play,
a novel, short stories or some poetry, which are related to the period
being studied if possible. For instance during the study of poetry of
theMiddle Ages and fifteenth century many students read Aucassin et
Nicolette and La Farce de maitre Pierre Pathelin.

4. Writing

,Longer papers related to the reading and on original subjects are
written during the year, with continued stress on style and, idiomatic
expression of thought.. Composition work on themes developed in Cours
de langue et de civilisation francaises and other intensive studies,
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character-sketches, textes commentea, evaluation of the literary work
studied, a moralApveloped from the reading, all comprise most,of the
written work of this, year. Some dictation is given in class and note

taking is stressed. All are familiar with Petit Larousse and Heath's
Standard French and English Dictionary by Mansion and use them frequently.

5. Culture

Cultural aspects are achieved indirectly through reading, discussion and

research, for instance:

a. In Cours de langue lessons, students fcillow a gentleman taking a

trip through the provinces. In addition a section called En France

with its Documents et Photographies provides ample material on
life in France today.

b. Research on the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and the seventeenth
century precedes reading poems of these periods and fables 'oat-

La Fontaine.

c. Later an extensive study is made of the development of the comedy
.

as such, the life of Moliere, the timelessness of his characters,

the court at Versailles and the salon of the Marquise de Rambouillet.

d. The introduction to Cyrano de Bergerac is discussed: the life and

literary,work of the real Cyrano (seventeenth century); a general
compaiison is made between the work and periods n which Shakes-

peare, Moliere and de Bergerac lived.

e. In Eugenie Grandet,-Balzac presents the narrJw, provincial life in

France with a contempt for everything Parisian. In-particular, it
is an excellent study of the effect of greed upon a family.

f. Mann. Conversational French. New York: T e Macmillan Company,

.
19U, previously mentioned, Sonorama and Aqaib-Lingual Digest -

.0., ,reetords bring timely subjects for class study.

6A Directdexperience: By this time,too,students are better prepared to
appreciate visits planned for them to such places of interest as The
Cloisters, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Frick Collection, the

Museum of Modern Art or plays presented_by the Comedie-Francaise and
other fine troupes of players, from France.

7. Materials

a. Texts

I

1) Mauger. Cours de langue et de civilisaEion.fiancaises.

Hachette, 1955
(2) Mann. Conversational French, revised. New York: The

Macmillan Company, 1951
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b. Reading '

(1) Moliere. Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. Boston: D. C". Heath,

1947.

(2) Rostand. Cyrano de Bergerac. New York:4 Henry Holt, 195/
(3) Balzac. Eukfinie Grandet. Boston: D. C.'Heath, 1914
(4) Francois Villon, du Bellay, Ronsard. Selected poems of

Charles d'Orleans.
(5) Selected fables of La Fontaine

c. Tapes

(1) Tape to accompany film strip: Moliere, Carlier. Gessler
Publishing Company

(2) Tapes made by faculty and native speakers
(3) Yale-Barnard Conference Aural tests #1 and #2
(4) Cooperative French Listening Tests A and 13'

d. Records

(1) Le bourgeois gentilhomme,'Les Comediens de la Pleiede, Period
(2) Cyrano de Bergerac, Le Centre d'Art Dramatique, Period
(3)' La Fontaine fables, Liore - disc, Phillips
(4) La Phoufitique et l'intonation, Delattre, Middlebury
(5) Sonorama, Le Magazine sonore de l'actualiti, European

Publishing Repres. Company
(6) Eciivains J. V. PleAsants
(7) Speak and Reidr-FrenChIII: French Literature, Armana et

Louise Bga
(8) Audio - Lingual Digest

e. References for research most commonly used:

(1) Castex et Surer. Manuel des etudes litteraires francaises,
Moyen Age au 20e sfecle. Paris: Hachette

(2) Abry, Audic, Grouzet, Didier. Histoire illustree de la
littrature franjaise.

f. For personal use of students in reviewing for College Board examina-
tions: George Phyllides. Kanter Hall Review Exercises III, IV.
Massachusetts: Educators PublishingService.

D. French/ V (a course for twelfth grade students with FLES background)

Students n the course have shown an aptitude for language. Some may

not go to col ge. Others may not be able to continue their study of the
language, most are planning to continue French. Many of the latter will
take the Advanced Placement examination.

1. peaking

Care in expresski thought and opinions in i iomatic, correct
French is stressed as is intonation. Supplement ry French conversation
lessons (twice a month) are available to those ho wish the experience
of talking with a native French person. Topic of student interest and
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questions on previous Advanced Placement tests are discussed. There
are excellent records and tapes at class disposal for use in the study
of the literature mentioned below. Current topics are made more mean-
ingful through Sonorama records and the discussions which follow.

2. Grammar

Through use of Mann. Conversational French. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1951, grammar is treated indirectly and review is
continued in this way with s eci study of any point which seems to
need emphasis. The gra t their disposal for reference is
SChwartz. drench Grammar R-' ew. New York: The Macmillan Company.

3. Reading

a. Intensive - The student should'be quite capablebf reading
fairly difficult works of great literary value with compre-
hension and be able to express his interpretation of the
author's meaning clearly and concisely. The anthology which
is used as a basic text gives an excellent collection of
essays, poems, plays and novels., These are-supplemented from
time to time by selections from other "recueils ".

b. Extensive T Approximately one marking period is spent study-
ing works representative of a century. The extensive reading
suggestions are divided'in the same way with a choice of at
least one to be read independeritiy. At the completion'of

\,
this course the students have read a rather large number of
excellent French works.

4. Writing f

At the conclusion of each step, the students write a paper on an
appropriate topic. This often involves,research as well as careful
planning. A term paper on a subject of the student's choice is
written as part of the final examination.

5. Culture

As the year progresses, the students are introduced to their
reading through the study of the Apercu historique in the Anthologie.
They keep in their notebooks a Tableau Chronologique which highlights
contemporary political world events and literary contributions of the
period.

The students listen to records made by actors of, the Comaie-
Fra9aise and attend a representtion in New York or Princeton by
players trom-the Comedie, the Theatre National Populaire or of

Visits to the Cloisters, the Metropolitan Museum of , theiFrick
Collection or the Museum of Modern Art are arranged h lunch a

.French restaurant).

A prize is awarded by the Cercle FranEais to a senior who has
excelled in four years of high school,Fiench.'
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6. Materials

a. Texts

(1) ..Schinz, Robert and Giroud. La Nouvelle Anthologie francaise,
revised. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1943 '

(2) Hall and Michaud. Lectures classiques et modernes. New York:
Odyssey Press, 1956

(3) Camus. L'Etranger. New York: Appleton, Century, Crofts,
Inc., 1955.

ti

(4) Brueliere et Mauger. Lanaue et civilisation fransaises IV:
La France et ses ecrivains. Paris: Hachette, 1957.

b. Reading in.general follows the suggestions made for the Advanted
Placement program:

(1) Intensive
o.

(a) 16e Montaigne: Les Cannibales
(b) 17e Corneille: Le Cid

-,

Descartes, Pascal, La Rochfoucauld, La Bruyere,
Mmede Svigne: selections

(c) 180-Voltaire: Zadig
(d) 19e Po4sie, Selected poems of Lamartine, Vigny, Hugo,

Baudelaire, Musset, Verlaine, Rimbaud, de Nerval
(e) 20e Francis Jammes, Paul Valery

Camu : Etranger

(2) Extensive

(a) .16e Rabelais, Ronsard, Mo taigne
(b) 17e Moliere, .Racine, Har vaux, Beaumarchais
(c) 18e Rousseau: Selectiqn from Confessions
(d) 19e Flaubert, ,Balzac, Maupassant
(e) 20e Anouilh, C6, Gide,Giraudoux, Proust, Romains,

Saint Exupery

c. Laboratory Materials

(1) Records:

(a) Poesie franaise, Extraits, Jeanne Varney Pleasants GMS
(b) Anthologie sonore, 17e et 18e siecles, Prose, Jeanne

Varney Pleasants GMS
(c) Speak and Read French, Part III, _French Literature,

Armand et Louise tsegue
(d) Phonotapes Inc.
(e) Le Cid, Corneille,' La Comedie Francaise, Period

L'Etranger, Camus, selections
(g) Sonorama

hs a result of the Advanced Placement Conference at Smith College, June, 1962,
some replacements or additions will be made to this list.
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III. Spanish Sequence

1

A. Spanish IIE (a course for ninth grade pupils with a Ft$S.bac :round)

1. Speaking

All classroom work is conducted in the foreign language, in this

case Spanish. Pattern drills are used based on exercises in the text

and pn similar work from other texts such as: Modern Spanish, Oral-

Drills, etc.

Discussions of non-grammar material are conducted such as: -

current events in Spanish-speaking areas (the recent Peruvian land-

slide disaster is an example), cultural material in text, augmented

by the teacher's experience from travel and study. Other points

which may arise, such as school events or what to the.students'appear

school crises. .....-

Vocabulary is handled as an integral out of knowledge, Is,

learned from pattern practice, is in-creased from reading.

All work is reenforced by practice in the language laboratory:

2. Grammar

A hasty but rather complete review of the work done in junior

high school is undertaken first. The amount of time varies according

to the group. The "honors" group obviously needs less time. than the

slower groups.

At the completion of this review the normal second year work is

introduced including a study of the subjunctive.

3. Reading
,

Intensive reading is from the text. Readers are used if time

permits and on an individual extensive basis if it does 'not. Exten- ,

sive reading includes four books a year in English with Spanish or

Spanish-American backgrounds or books of erwise dealing wit Hispanic

culture. Good students are encouraged to some books in Spanish.

Newspapers and'periodicals in Spanish are available in the classroom

and in the school library. (
4

4. Writing

Composition is limited but progresses from the easy to the more

difficult. Subjects are themes based on given outlines, on intensive

readings, on student's experiences, finally on given subjects. Sdme

translation English to ,Spanish is done. Completion exercises are

given which consist of filla-in-the-bianks, multiple choice, transla-

tion of selectee words in sentences. '



5.. Culture

Every opportunity is used to increase the students' knowledge and

appreciation of Hispanic culture -- through intensive and extensive

reading, through guest speakers, such as studqnts with Hispanic back-

ground or travel experience, local residents withpsimilar qualifica-

tions, visitors with such background, exchange students. Slides and

films, .songs, records and tapes, visits to museums, plays, movies,

restaurants aria also an important part of the cultural prOgram. A

Spanish Club gives all students a chance to use and expand their know-

ledge both of the language and its culture through singing, acting in

skits, making pinatas, etc.

6. Materials

a. Texts

(1) Jarrett. El Camino Real, Book II. third edition. New ,York:

Houghton, Mifflin and Company. (By the time the next group

reaches high school, this will probably no longer-b-ethe

text.)

b. Readers,

(1) Leal, Louis, ed. Periguillo. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1946

(2) Castillo, Carlos and Sparkman, Colley F., eds. Sigamos

leyendo. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1936

(3) Cfstillo, Carlos and Sparkman, Colley F., eds. Aventuras

de-Gil Blas. Boston: D. C. Hdath, 1961:

c. Tapes and records are available to supplement the text; at well as

others made by members of the department or--purchased commercially.

d. The school library contains a large selection of novels, dramas,

books of poetry, collections of short stories and essays, biogra-

phies, books/of travel, histories, encyclopedias (including

Encyclopedia Barsa), dictionaries. In the.classroom, laboratory,

or library are located filmstrips of both Spain and Latin America,

ecords of all types such as folk songs, dances, musicals. Song

books are provided containing folksongs and popular songs.

e. ence materials in all categories are available to the teacher.

B. Spanish III (a course
A
for tenth grade pupils with a FLES background)

1. Speaking

As in all classes, Spanish continues to be the language of the

classroom. While pattern drills continue to be used, they are used to

a lesser degree than they have been at other levels. When drills are

used, they are based on the exercises in the short review grammar (which

is one of the texts), and on the vocabulary and construction6f the books

that are read. All reports on extensive reading are given in Spanisti,

discussions on the current topics read in La Prensa are, obviously, in

Spanish, discussions on the cultural material, from whatever source it

may come, experiences.of students and teachers, school events - all
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provide excellent opportunities for speaking. At times students in
the top group are given subjects to discuss such as: Are bull fights

cruel3 El Prado. Where is Latin America going?, Why should school

dances be on Friday? What's the favorite room in your home, and why?

The language laboratory continues to reenforce the work of the

classrdom. However, at this level, more work in liatening comprehen-
sionuis given than at the second-year level. More testing is done in

the laboratory.

2. Grammar

One of the texts used this year is a short review grammar contain-

ing fifteen lessons. About seven weeks,at various times during the
. school year, are spent on this general review. During this study some
time is given to the learning of some'irregular or orthographically
changing verbs with which the students are not yet familiar, for exam-
ple: oler, huir, caber, esparcir, averiguar, etc. In addition to
this, grammar is studied as points arise in composition or reading.

3. Reading

Intensive reading includes representative works of nineteenth
century Spanish authors, certain units of civilization, including the
history and geography of Spain, a daily New YOrk Spanish newspaper sub-
scribed to one day a week during the second semester. The grammar used

includes articles or stories on Jose Marti, Sim6n Bolivar, Facondo
Quiroga,.Sarmiento, CaupolicAn, Jos4 de San Marten, a TradiciOn de

Ricardo Palma, and certain Latin American fables or legends.

Extensively, the students read at le4ist one representative work
of a Spanish or Spanish-American,author each semester. These works

are reported on orally to the class.

Writing

Longer and more original compositions are assigned on subjects
generally from their reading. Tests are less and less objective and
more and more of the essay type. In all writing, accuracy as wel.t as

content are stressed. Style and idiomatic expression are more emphasized.
>ft

54- Culture

The early inhabitants of Spain, the geography and history of
Spain are studied rather thoroughly. Phases of Latin American life are
brought out in the intensive reading. The same opportunities and
materials are provided as listed under IIE, including visits, visitors,
trips, slides, films, tapes,--agngs, dances, Spanish Club, etc.

6. Materials

a. Texts

(1) Ugarte, Francisco. Espana y su civilizacion. New York:

The Odyssey/ Press, 1952

(2) Seymour, A. R., Carnahan D. and Hespelt, E. H. Alternate
Spanish Review Grammar and Composition. Boston: D.Heath, 1943
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b. Readers

(1) Castillo, Carlos and Sparkman, Colley F., eds. Aventuras

, de Gil Blas. Boston: D.C. Heath, 1961

(2) Alate6n, Pedro A de. El capit/an veneno. Boston: D. C. Heath,

1925

(3) Castillo, Carlos and Sparkman, Colley F., eds. La Nela.((An

.
Adaptation of.BenitoPrez Gald6s' "Marianela" with CUaderno)

ll Boston: D. 'C.'Heath,,1932 1

(4) La Prensa. 10 Prensa. 245 Canal Street, New York.13, New York.

Dailyir ,
(5) Alexis, Joseph E. A.,* ed. La vtda de Lazarillo de Tormes.

Lincoln, Nebraska: Midwest Book Company, 1960
.

(if not previously read)
a

c. Tapes are availablewto supplement the-texts. these tapes have all

been repared ,inthe departinent. tapes to reenforce the grammar

inclufke some prepared by the department and some commercial tapes.

Tapes -; records for listening comprehension include:

(1) Circling the Globe
(2), Aesop's Fables

(3) Audio-Lingual Digest,

(4) La Vida espiriola

(5) Canciones espatolas

d. For the school library material and clasSroom materials - see

Spanish IIE. The Public and County Libraries augment the materials

provided by the schootil. .

e. Reference materials,in all categories are available to the teacher.

7. Activities (outside of the classroom)

The students -o this year are 6e "work-horses" of the department.

They do much of th carrying out of the plans the upper-classlien make.

They seem to have time to practice dances for Spanish Club meetings,

to make cakes, cookie,:, etc. and to sell them, too, for the Annual Cake

Sale, the profits of which are used for a scholarship for a Spanish

student. They make posters, decorate bulletin boards and whatever odd

jobs the teachers and upper classmeh conjure up for them. For the

average and setter than average student this seems to be the happiest

yeai.

C. Spanish IV (a course for eleventh grad's students with FLES background)

1. Speaking

Spanish continues to be the language of the classroom'and students

are encouraged to express their opinions on all subjects stidied. With

sympathetic help and guidance from the teacher, the students gain con-

fidence in advancing from comparatively simple forms of self-expression

to ever more idiomatic and complicated forms. Practice in listening

comprehension and pattern drills continues regularly in the language

laboratory, thus systematically increasing the students' store of basic

structures and vocabulaty items.
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2. Grammar

On this level grammar is discussed and explained as specific
questions arise from students' speaking, reading and writing. Students'

interest and need dictate to what extent a formal consideration of
grammar is undertaken. /'

3. Reading

Intensive reading is provided by the basic text Espana y su
civilizacion in which the student surveys the development of Spanish
literature from the Middle Ages to the twentieth century. At various
intervals this survey is interrupted to consider an example of the type
of literature under discussion, for example, medieval and golden age
poetry, the picaresque novel El Lazarillo de Tormes, the story of La
vida es suello, plays of the "Teneto chico" "Sainete" variety, El som-
brero de tres picos. Also one work from the Spanish light opera genre
called "zarzuela" is studied. The students hear the recorded work, read
the abridged script, and discuss various aspects of the work, its music,
plot, setting. Example: La verbena de la Paloma, El barberillo de
Lavapies.

Further intensive work in reading is provided by Speaking Spanish
and El frijolito salt6n, books specifically designed to increase system-
atically,the students' command of vocabulary and idioms.

Extensive reading consists of four books for the year, all Spanish,
one of each of the following types: play,'short novel, short stories,
and a fourth of the student's choice.

4. Writing

Students are encouraged to continu oving their ability to
write accurately and clearly on many different subjects. Besides com-
positionseased on material being read in and out of class, students
are evaluated largely by means of essay tests which in turn test ability

to write clearly and accurately.

Student are also required to write at least one,research paper in
Spanish on some aspect of Spanish or Spanish-American culture or civili-
zation.

5. Culture

Besides those aspects of culture which arise from literature, the
* basic text Es aiia s civilizaci6n deals with such topics (as he psy-

chology of the Spanis people,, the bull fight, Spanish eduction Spanish

industries and Spanis art and music. These topics serve to\stimu ate
lively Glass' discussions and projects.

6. Maeerials

a. Texts

(1) lyre, Carl A. and Tyre, Annemarie B. Speaking Spanish.'

New York: Henrylicat, 1955
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(2) Ugarte, Francisco. Eutana_y su civilizacion. New York.

The Odyssey Press, 1952.

(3) Tarr, F. Courtney and Centeno, Augusto. L2E1491saajAt
Review Grammar withlomaosition. New York: Appleton-

Century-Crofts, 1933

b. Reading

(1) Cano, Juan.and Saenz, Hilario. Easy Spanish Plays.

Boston: D. C. Heath, 938
(2) Blasco Ibanez, Vicente. La condenada y otros cuentos.

Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe Argentina, S.A., 1946

(3) AlarcOn, Pedro A..de. El sombrero de tres Eicos. New York:

Henry Holt, 1952
(4) Torres - Rioseco, Arturo. El frijolito sane:fn. Boston:

D. C. Math, 1953
(5) Alvarez, Quintero, J. and S. Ddia Clarines.y Mai/Lana de sol.

New York:. D. C. Heath, 1915

(6) AlPern.,) H. and Martel, J. the Story of Calder "La vida

es sieno". Boston: D. C. Heath, 1942.

(7) Alexis, Joseph, E. A., ed. La vida de Lazarill Tomes.
Lincoln, Nebraska: Midwest Book Company, 1960

c. Tapes (work in the llnguage laboratory)

'(1) Drill materials on patterns, structure ocabulary

(2) Recorded materials teentftnce the appreciation of reading
(mostly prepared by members of the department and their

colleagues in the field).

(3) Recorded materials specifically designed to evhluaie.students'

ability to speak and comprehend

d. Materials from 'the school library

e. Magazines

(1) Life (en espanol)

(2) TeTEsta rotaria
(3) El mundo hisgnisco

D. Spanish V (a course for twelfth grade students with FLES backs ound).

This course has ,for its goal an adequate preparation or, the CEEB

Advanced Placement examination. The 'course is a college- evel course.

Professors from nearby colleges and universities cond t theeclass from

time to time. Teachers in theJdepartment alternate- n taking over the

Class in order to 1 the student as'varea rfence as possible.

Listening to tape rec rdings of come length an depth prepare students

for lecture courses in college, I.e course consists largely of a study

of literature, but with a deeper, leis superficial approach than haS been

possible up to this time. Students of this class pre4re to take the
Advanced Placement examination, the successful passing of which will give

them advanced standing and /o:: credit in college lang4age.



1. Speaking .and Listening

A degree of competence in these skills is by now a foregone con-
clusion. The teacher continues to provide ample opportunity for Akf-
expression and for listening comprehension practice.

*

2. Grammar

-A short review grammar is used to review some difficult points of
grammar and as the basis for practice in composition. Two or three
days during the year are devoted to a review of some particular irreg-
ular or difficult verbs. Verbs incorrectly used in compositions are
explained as errors appear.

3. Reading

,

a. Intensive - At this level the students read more Latin Ame can
literature. A birdseye view of Latin American literature is pro-
vided by reading a selection of works from Hernan Cortes to Jose
Santos Chocana. Two contemporary Mexican novels are also read.
In addition, students study till development of the romantic and
the realistic novel of nineteenth and twentieth century Spain
with particular attention given to the work of Benito P6rez Galdos.
In the field'of modern Spanish drama, three works of Alejandro
Casona are studied. Poems of considerably greater length than
previously encountered are studied for form as well as for content.

b. Extensive - A minimum of twenty pages a week read outside of
class is a requirement at this level. In addition, outside read-
ing for-the year consists of one political-social novel of Latin .

America such as Los de abajo or El mundo es ancho y ajeno, one
realistic novel of Spain, and some other contemporary works.

4. Writing

. During the course of the year several papers of approximately 1500
words are required. All tests are of the essay type and require
opinions.and reviews. Also, written work is assigned on many topics
that arise from particular lessons.

5. Culture

At this level a more prOound study is made oLthe sociological and
religious'phases of Hispanic life. Much attention ii given to develop-
ments in the field of contemporary politics and economics and, in gen-
eral, it may be said that a deeper understanding of Hispanic culture
arises from the works of literature read. Some examples of this are:
(1) the concept of just what a "gaucho," "baqueano" and "rastreador"
are as a result of reading Sarmiento's Facundo; (2) the history of the
wars for independence as seen in the writings of Bartolome' Mitre and
the character of the o great South American liberators Bolivar and
San Martin as seen in itre's account of the famous Entrevista de
Guayaquil; the crumbl ng of old traditions, the conflict between the
traditional and reactio ry.on the one hand and the modern and pro-
gressive on the other i Dona Perfecta of Perez Galdcis.
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6. Materials

a. Texts

Adams, Nicholson B. Brief Spanish Review Grammar and

New York: Appleton-Century-Croft, Inc., 1946

Hespelt, E. H., Leonard, I. A., Reid, J. T., Crow, J.
Englekirk, J. E. An Anthology of Spanish American Li

Perry, Janet H. The Heath Anthology of Spanish Poetr

tion. New York: Henry Holt, 1958

Boston:. D. C. Heath

b. Reading
4

(1) Intensive *

omposi-

terature.

Y

A., and

(a) Hespelt, E. H.,,Leonard, Reid, J. T., Crow, J. A.,

and Englekii*, J. E. An An hology of Spanish American
Literature. New York: Appleton-Century-Croft, Inc. 1946

(b) Perry, Janet H. The Heath Anthology of Spanish Poetry.

Boston: D. C. Heath
(c) Pre Galdoz, Benito. Dona Perfecta. Boston: D. C. Heath,

1940
(d) Goy ortua, Jes6s. Pensativa. New fork: Appleton-

Century-Croft, Inc., 1947
(e) Goytortua, Jestis. Lluvia roja. New York: Appleton-

Century-Croft, Inc., 1949
(f) Casona, Alejandro. Teatro (La sirena varada, La barca

sin pescador, Los Arboles mueren de pie). Buenos Aires:

Editorial Losada, S. A., 1958

(2) Extensive

(a), A sociologicalnovel
(b) A novel of Gald6s
(c) A tontemporary novel
(d) As many books on the

of Spanish America

of Spain or Spanish America
"Acorn" list as possible'

1

* It is anticipated that in 1963 -64 the novels in this list will be read in

Spanish IV and will be replaced in this list by others.

4P
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Sr

c.

APPENDIX B

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PERSONNEL 1949-1962

Elementary School

Miss Antoinette Czaplicki
B.A. Douglass College
Western Reserve Spanish School - 1 summer

1948 - 1952

Miss H. Elizabeth Hoadley
See High School

Mrs. Ruth Greiner

1949 - 1950

1950 - 1955

B.A. Lebanon Valley College
Pennsylvania State College French Institute - 1 summer

Sorbonne - 3 summers
Berlitz School - 1 summer
Travel in Europe ---

Miss May Giovaniello
B.A. Albany State College
McGill Univeisity - 1 summer

Middlebury College - 1 summer
Columbia University - 1 f»11 session
University of - 1 summer.

1952 - 1954

Miss Wintfred Ballard 1954 - 1955

B.A. Moalclair State College

Miss Mary,Lou Washburn 1955 - 1956

B.A. Montclair State College
University of Mexico - 1 summer

Miss FranToise Duraffourg 1955 - 1956

B.A. Barnard College

M.A. Columbia University
Freiburg University - 1 summer
University of ,Mexico -31 summer
Montclair State College - 1 summer
Lived in Switzerland, France, Germany
Travel - all Europe

Mrs. Felice Perez Peia 1956 - 1958

B.A. Barnard College
Colby College -,-1 summer

Middlebury College - 1 summer

University of Wisconsin pi 1 summer

University of California - 1 summer

New York University - 1 full year

Travel - All of Europe and the United States
t.
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Teacher of Spanish

Teacher of French

Teather of French

Teacher of Spanish

Teacher of Spanish

Teacher of Spanish

,)
Teacher of French

Teacher of Spanish



Mrs. Joanne Klauder 1956 - 1958 Teacher of French

B.S. Bucknell University
Middlebury College - 1 summer

4. Mrs. Patricia Mandels hn ' 1958 - 1/1960 Teacher of Spanish

B.A. Montcla State College

Mrs. Alice Thiele 1/1960 - 6/1960 Teacher,of Spanish

B.A. Northwestern University

M.S. Northwestern University

. Extensive travel to 'many countries,

Pan American Airlines stewardess

Mrs liryam Kayser
B.A. Upsala
Middlebury College - 1 summer

Mrs. Grace Mitchell
B.A. Transylvania
America-Peruvian Cultural Institute

School of Languages, Lima, Peru - 1

University of San Marcos - 1 year

Extensive travel through Europe and

especially South America, as

9/1960 - 12/1960

1/1961 - 6/1961

Mrs. Elsie W. Gould 1958 -

- 1 semester
semester

South America

Teacher of Spanish

Teacher of Spanish

1962 Teacher.of French

B.A. Vassar College; Major field: French

M.A. Yale University; MAT Program: French, Education

Middlebury CollegeFrench School - 1 summer

Residence in France while, Assistante d'Anglais at French lycee - 1 year

Mr. Emil S. Paul 1961 - 1962 Teacher of Spanish L..

Born in Mexico. Elementary and secondary training in Mexico

-B.A. North Xexas State College, Denton, Texas; Major field: Spanish /

North TexaS State College - graduate work

Rutgers University - graduate work

Iona College - NDEA Language Institute in Elementary Languages - 1 summer

Junior High School

Mrs. Grade Principato 1952 - 1954

B.A. Pennsylvania State College

Mr. James Partington 1954 - 1955

B.A. Bloomsbury State College

Miss Eileen Gfblan
See High School

0

Miss Barbara Scotch
B.A. Douglass College

1

Mr.` Gerald Fink
B.A. Kings College

ti

1954 - 1955

1954 - 1955

1954 - 1955
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Teacher of Spanish.
and French,

Teacher of French

Teacher of French

Teacher of Spanish

Teacher of French



Mr. Alfred Paulsen 1955 - 1959 Teacher of French and Spanish
1959 - 1960 Teacher of Spanish

B.A. Lafayette College
M.A. Middlebury College
Lived four years in South America

Mr. Raymond Hunt 1960 - 1962 Teacher.of French

B.A. Montclair State College; Major field: French; Minor: English

Laval University, Quebec, Canada - Graduate work 1 summer )

Rutgers University - NDEA Language Institute - 1 summer
Montclair State College French Laboratory Materia],s - 1 spring

RutgersUniversity - 1 winter
University of Besanyon- NDEA French'Institute - 1 summer

Mrs.sVirginia Rassieur 1960 - 1962 . Teacher of ,Spanish

B.A. Muskingum College,.0hio; Major field: Spanish; Minor: French
'National University of Mexico - Junior year of cdllege
Trenton State College - graduate work .

Drake University - graduate work.

High School

Miss Dorothy E. Chamberlain 1940 - 1962 Teacher of Spanish

B.A. Dickinson College; -Major field: French; Minor: Spanish
Middlebury.College - 2 summers
University of Mexico - 2 summerd
University of Havana - 1 summer
Rutgers University - 1 full year
Travel: 2 summers in Spain and other European countries; 2 summers in

Mexico; 1 summer in Cuba; 1 summer in Caribbean Islands
Travel throughout.United States and Canada

M4p H. Elizabeth Hoadley 1939 -119 Teacher of French

B.A. Middlebury College; Major field: French

Ai Middlebury College - 5 sessions - Graduate study
1 University of Grenoble

Middlebury College - 1 summer -ylidergraduate study in Elementary Spanish
Rutgers University - Graduate wOrk
Montclair State College - LabOatory materials for French

Travel: Europe: France - 3/summers, England, Scotland, Holland, Belgium,

Germany, Switzerland
/

Travel in Canada: QuebecProVInce

Miss Eileen Giblan 1952 - 1962 Teacher'of French

B.A. Montclair State College
Ecole Normale d'Institutrices
University of Rennes, Rennes, France
Rutgers University - 1 full year session

Temple University NDEA Summer Languaga-Institute - 1 summer
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ft Thomas-W.:Kelly
B.A. Montclair State, 1Collage

M.A. ,/Mentclair S4telpollege
iUdUniversity of MadriCI,Ilacalted

Colgate University - Language

.

1957 - 1962 Teacher of Spanish

ae fijospfie y letras -1 year'
Inistitute - 1,summer

'0

%

Iducational.Testing-SerOici, Test-Development Division, Princeton, N.J.-1 year

Bucknoll University - NDEA Institute. - Instructor summer L962,
9,

... t

Miss Marie Rita .

e
i 1962 Teacher of Spanish

B.A. Douglass College
Rutgers University = NDEA Summer Language Instifute. i

..

_. , .. . ..

Mr. Richard' Archdeacon . 1960 - 1962 Teacher of'Spanish

B.A. Lafayette College
Hofstra College - NDEA Language Institute - 1 summer . /

Montolair State College - 1 winter

Iliss.5.hirley P. Comstock

Syracuse University
. B.A. Montclair State College

1961 - 1962 - Teacher of French.

O

University of Maine - NDEA Summer Institute
Tours1 France - NDEA Summer Institute
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0 APPENDIX C

0

O

DETAILED_ STAT1OICAL, REPORT

The project "Evaluatiq4f the effect of foreign language study in the elementary
schools4on achievement. in the high school" in the Borough of Salserville, New Jersey,
was supported bythe Department of Walt; Eduiation,,,and Welfare, Division of W her
Education of the United States Government. The study-was started in ne, 1961." The
study was conceived as an evaluation of the achievements in thervari foreign languages;
the over-all grqde point average; and th retention or drop-out at several levels of
roreigh .language study in the Somerville H gh School; all related to a natural dichotomy
between the, pupils who were trained in, FLES in the Borough of Somerville Public Elementary
Schoolsand the pUpils who were trained in other elementary schools -not having a FLES
program.

a

,

Ihe subjects for'analysis covered the gtaduates of-the Classes of 1957, 1958, 1959,
1960, 1961 from the Sotimieville High Schoah, The number is limited to those pupilscwho had_
the four years in the Somerville High Sehool. The number of pupils involved was 1530.
The numbers of pupils in these graduating clasies were:

Classes Number

C

1957 245
1958 240 ,

1959 304
1960 , 344
1961 397

Tota I 1130

--The-graduating--class-of-1957-was-the last class before the inception -of-the-F-LES
program in the Borough of,Somerville tlementary Schools. The pupils in the Class of 1957,
therefore, did not have any foreign language training prior to their entry into the Somer-

School. The-Somerville iluined_graduates in_ the Classes of 1958-61 did have
foreign language training prior to their entry into the gmere High School.Theijemaining
pupils in the Classes of 1958-61 did not have any foreign language training prior to their
entry into the 'SoMerville High School. The pupils in these graduating claises can be
categorized as to,their electing any foreign language, or not electing any foreign language
in the Somerville High School. The numbers of these pupils are:

Classes Any Foreign
Language

No Foreign
Language

1957 192 53

1958 195 45-

1959 234 70

1960 285 59

1961 340 57

1246' 284
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411 of `the pupils in the study hove been 111 the SoMervil le High School for their .

four years of high school . Those pupiliewho'were trained in the Borough of 'Somerville
Elementary Schools are categorized as 4omervilla pupils. 'Thoie/Somervittewpits-wha-

. graduated in the Class of 1%7 bad no elementai-y school preparation in foreign' language.
Those Somerville pupils who gr9cluared in the Classes of 1958 -61 did have foreign language
training in the elementary schools. Pupils hot trained in the Borough of `Somerville

IlementarY'Schools, are categorized-as non-Somerville pupils.. The numbers of pupils
in these categories were:

Classes Somervil le

1957 ° 87
1958 70

1959 96
,

1960 116
..

1961 125

503

.

Non-Somervi I le--

158
.,' 161

208
228
272

MT-

All of the pupils in the study have been irt the Somer\i Ile High School for their
four years of high schoal. Those pupils who had the goalcof attendance at college are
categorized as college preparatory" .Those pupils who did not have the goal of attendance
at college are categorized as non-college preparatory. The numbers of pUpi Is in these

categories were:

Classes_ College Non-Col lege
Preparatory Preparatory

. 1957 111 134

1958 1-14
11959 142 '

1960 lel 163

1961 205 192

Total 765 765
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All of the pupils in this study have been categorized aslhose whg elected at least
soMelpreign language and those who did not elect foreign language. The numbers of
pupilsoin these categories,werer 4

-

5058

1959
1960
1961.

I

O

Foreign
Carstilae

192
195

234
285
340

No Foreign
Language'

53
45
7Cr

59

1246- *284

7
to, For the pupils in this study the various cattpories, the grade point average and ,

the general ability (or .IQ) were reported/.
YY

a

The grade point average' is calculated from the individual marks of the pupils.
There is a uniform marking system in each subject in each year. The marks of the pupils
are not weighted. The °sin of t!e marks divided by the number of marks is .tie grade point. -
average. To facilitate this calculation, the marks pre-first converted-to a percentage
equivalent by the use of the following table:

IP' Marks

22
3
3-
P

4

4
Percentage f9uivalent-

.

97
.92
87
"82

. 77
72
70
64

0

0.,

Q. ki) 4Q,

The general ability test used was the Gamma Otis Quick Storing Mental Ability
Test (deviation method) and was reported as IQ.

I The pupils' achieviments in the four fore* languages, Spanish, French,' Latin,
and Germqn, were studied at the third level (normally the third year of the tradial
sequence for pupils starting in the high school,. The number of pupils reported at the
third level during the five years are:

Class

1957

1958

1959
1960
1961

Spanish. . Fre(ch Latin German

9 12

43 7
8 35 .

61 . 1)

24 57

-58-
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In the study of the third level of the foreign languages the Same categories of Somervi149- ,.

Non-Somerville were used.- The. number of pupils in these categolies were:

:Class/
1957
1958

.

1959
1960
1961 '

Somerville Non -Somervi I le

op ,

14

37
.33

-52

53

--*1

a

,
,

17

23
23
38
53 .

18'9 154

In the same study of the third level of the foreign la es, the categories of'.male :and
.

female were also used. The number of pupils in,these categ9ries were:

Class

1957 .

1958
1959
1960
1961

Female
aMale

it

9
41 ". 19

34 '22
52 38 -.

50 a 56
199 144

The pupils''achievements in leachers' marks were studied. The teachers' marks wedie-c90-.AviN.erted to percentages as in "the grade point average calculation 'above.

Another measure of*achievement in the foteign.languagels the College Entrance Examination
Board Foreign Language.Achlevement Tests in the four languages; -Spinith,Fre'nch Latin, and
German. The number of pupils who were' in-fhis"slUdy iiho'took This test were,.

a

Spanish French Latin German

16 25 ..5

No conversion is necessary.

4,

The pupils' and their parents' estimates of the value of continuing in a forejgn language
were studied. The measure ofcontinuance (non-drop out) of the pupils in this studyls defined as
follows: the number of pupils who continued to .the next higher level of a fore-WI-language
referred to the total number ofpupl Is who could have so continued.

The tests of significance in the entire study, grade point.average, foreign langUage achieve-
, mentiancicontinuity, hale been taken at the 99% leve1;1.e., the chance that a statistic or

statistics will be different from a hypothesized statistic is. 99 to 1.

Over -All Academic ,Achievement
a

Each pupil of the 1530 pupils in the study has.a grade-point average covering his marks in
all subjects in his Somerville High School career. The frequency of the grade point average was
'studied by years and,by total. The method was to hypothesize simple giathematical distributions
using the chi-squared or goodness of fit test. There was no uniform distribution ,found by yea or

total. This finding is ,not.surprising. Intuitively, a uniform distribution cannot easily be supported
by a heterogeneous population.. A regression between the grade point average and the IQ (general
ability) will order the grade point average differently..-

A
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1 Each pupil of the ipo pupils in
of the IQ scores by years wasexamined.
distributioA. / .

The chi-squared results were:

/0

O

<,

M1

7

the study had a gamma Otis IQ score. The frequency
The simplest hypothetical distributioO the normal

.

. 1957 1958 1959 140 , 1961 ,

',,;(chi)2 c, 18.0 . 29.0. '11.4 , 5.8
. '14.3

,
, .

°All of the years are consistent td the theoretital normal distil644;T except one which is.

only approximate-to the theoretical normal distributon. that
the five'years are consistent, at least, to the approximate normal 'distribution and inotobly to ----___

".the normal,.. . 1 . .4
.

A . .
/

. The five years.IQ wds then .examined b? a one-way classification variance analysis.
The results are shown belovi.0

\
.

. .

Sum' Of . Degrees. of Moan
Freedom lquare. F

3.03

, , Squarei

Without Sets 1,918 4 479.5
Within, Sets . 240,961 .1525 158.0

, 0

The theoretical F nUmberi;'grda* than the 97.5% lever and less thalt.the .999c) .leva. This- -1-
. result indicates that the regreuliii/li no heiweion0 the-grado.,painf-a 4age and-ile IQ preferably

, should be done by-years,' not in total . The, mean of the reported IQ and thistandard deviation,
by years, is as tolLows: . e

It. -,

follows:

Years Mean IQ -Standard Deviation.....--.
1957 107.7

' 1958 108.8 ,

1959
1960
1961

" 105..9
108.3

0

. 12.5
12.3.

f° 0

12;1
12.5
12.6

The mean of the grade point a ge and thit standard deviation, by years, is as

Years Standard Deviation-,

1057

1958

4_959'

1960

1961

8,1.48 5.34

81.81 5.34

80.20 5.36

86.57 5.65

79.97, 5.78
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,
Frain this data five regressions were calculated by ;he- leosrt squares method

.,.

.

%(1.) -4 0.276x1 + 51.78 ,.
: n = 245

o
--,

E(y2) = 0.256x2
54.92 n = *240

\ .

, - E(y3) = 0.2$7x3 1-- 53.02 . n -_ 304
..

. E(y4) = 0.300x, + '-et48.13 . n = fidgi
4

6
01

.where

E(y5) = ..0.292x5 48.09 n = 397

E(yi) = expected grade point overage om the IQ

.
. yi

9

Y5

jade point average in 1.77

= grade ppint ay

in 1961

ber of ils in one ear
6 0

Each eupil has a esidual vihich is the difference of his actual grade point average

from the pected gtad = point-average based on his I.Q. Each residual is. determined by the

regression e9 on or the appropriate y

where

and

-
where

/ d(yii) = yii - E(yi )
j,

= rsidul for all i,j

= some as above

1, 2, ., n.
41*

n.
t

= number of pupils in one year
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' Assume that the residUals can be pooled. Ordert-the residuals and setectten tractile's...
, Assume that the theoretical distribution is the nerrnal distribution andccalculate -the necessary

chi-squared test where the degrees of freedom are f = 10 - 3 = 7. Tim actual chi-square is
18. h The theoreticalichi-square is 18.5 at the 99% level. The di00.bution is consistent to the

normal distribution, ,4 .
s . . . .

... .

Each of the residuals can be categorized as plus orminuW Le., above-or below tlie
,expected grade point average. There *ere 726 residuals which were Oa and 804 residua (s

Which'were minus. Thee theoretical binomial distribution iyvithrn the 98% level. Theirman
is q'orefore syMinetrical. There is assurance that the least squares metivod, the binomial
distribution and.the thilqUared tat permits the usage of this distribution as, at least, Jan

approximately normal distribution'. , . ,
'r

. 4 I

clt

4 -

In Ail study there, is a built-In control in the data from the Class of 1957, since this

was the last Clasi before As inception of the FLES prograni for the Sather/111e pupils. , Since

the least-squares regressions between'the grade point average and the IQ wiretalculated inde-
pendently for each year/ the'data of the Class of 1957 was studied by the binomial test for

." symmetry and the chi-squared tit f_ ainortnality.- Therewere 117 plus data'pointsand 1;041111u*

!data paints ( Gtotal of 245) in the CI* of 1957. The-theoretical binomial distribution

that the dieto flit within then terve'. \-Yhe actualchl-SqUitired was 13.2, which is less than

the theoretitolchk-squared'o 14.7 at the 9094 l'ev .

In the study of the CI es of .19118 - 61 combined, there Viers plus tact points and

676 minus data Points 4 a total of 485 ). The nsht'ws that their'

data fits 44iiithin4he 95% level and the actual' ctit-dilucired of-16.46 victh 7:0eiries of freedom

is'less. than the theoretical chi-squared of 18.5 cit the 99% Therefore; it caribe-aisumed

that the'delta of the combined Classes of 1958 - 61 and the data of ;the Class of 1957 are, at

least, apwoximately normal.

In the Class pf 1957 the regression of the grade' point average and the IQ has a resid -uals

variance of.-16..75761- with 243 degrees of tfreecioni. Multiplying this variance by 243.givis

4,028.0027 as the sum of the squares. The sum of residuals of the sub-classes in the variance

analysis were:

Sub-Classes Sum of Residuals-

0

n

Somerville College Preparatory + 57.651 44 /

Somerville Non-College Preparatory / -446.685 . 43'

Non - Somerville College Preparatory + 25.168 67

Non-Somerville Non-College Preparatory -- 65.167 91

Iota -I-= - 1.033 245
-,

. . ,

Kane way classification of variances of all.sub-classes was used. (Reference 1).

The results are shown below; ;
,

.
.
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.

Sum of Degrees Mean' F

Squares Fr u&c.....res

Without set 141 .0370 ., 4/ 47:6124
Wit* .seti 3806 .9657 240/ 16.1957

14 Total 4024.0027 24 ,.

! . ,, ,

, , ,

. The results of,The interaction a all of the sribl;classe4 is greater than the theoretical, F uMber

of 2.63 at tite9596- level, but the theoreti,Cor F numberat the 99% level is 3.85. Whi e \

k

the4i no interaction based on the 99% level, the sub=classes could bilindisative.

, Using the methods of unequal subclasses iind Using the within sets mean sq res of
\ .,/

./ 16.195 as the error for the independent estimator, the main effect of Somerville an
narSoniervillo was then compared. T results are shown'beloW.-

, ,004k,

... Defireei of Mean F

, \ Freedom uhm.s .....

ifiiimut sets' 1 22.9548 1.42z..-

,.

&for . '" 240 16.1957
,,

. , ,,
I

.

o

.
0

4

The results of the ma" Irt affect of Somori/illeand rson-ervi'lle Is less than the ,
theoretical F number of 6.72 at th 99% level., Akivally# the theoretical F number f

at the 90% level is also larger. The conclusion is. that there Is no effect between -the

Somerville' prrpilkand the non-Somerville pupils irr the grade point average for pupils of

dqual general

The.same-method was then employed for the main effect of college preparatory \

and`non-college preparatory. .The results are shown below.

D roes of Mean
Squares

Without sets 109.9819

Errors 240 16.1957

F

amp

6.79

' The'results of the main effect of college preparatory arid,.non-col lege preparatory is greater

than the theoretical F, number of 6.72 at the 99% level. The conclusion is. that there is a

significant difference between the College preparatory 'pupils and the non-college preparatory

pupils in the grade point average in the Class of 1957 for pupils of equal general ability in

favor of the college preparatory pupils. 0

.

1
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The Class of 1957 was subjected to a oneirway closii
who elected =foreign language and those "Pupils who did not
In the regression of grade point:average and the IQ theria;
with 243 degrees of fresaoril. Multiplying this variance by 243
the residuals of the two classes in this vorlancskanolieis was;

C laiSeS

Any foreign language
No-foreien languoge

Total

46

wo-nal tween those pupa Is

elect foreign .language.
a resi uol variance of 16.5761'
gives _4,028.0024'0e sum of

a

. n

/ 192
53'

,

/ 245
F

The table of this one-way classification of variances is as foil

Sum of

Without sets \ 26.0090
Within sets--, 4,001.9938 242
Total r 4,028.0028

r

The result Is leis than the
the theoretital F number Of 2.72
is no 41ffa snc. In the' fituOir Poi
.,electe4 fatioaatie Or

.

Sipco 14404 of tke eicmbitiod.Classes of 1958 bi ware calcukted by four
regressions, it is . to, test .by the Bartlett cteit for eq.- The actual
square test was 3. `which is less thonthe thee Heal Bartlett test of 4.64.for reel
of ,freedoiti it the 8816 This luittfisii.the aij of theirestaluol variont
°pooled residual 'variances are .18.5125 With'1277 rea of.freedotil. Mul ne the cisigrees

of freed' om and, residual variances gives 28,640 43.1 ,,m,the sum of the sq res . the sum of

residuals of the sub-classes in the variance tincilysis was:

6.5372

0)

1,57

-4.

tfieorittioal rnismber of 6..72 at the 999 level. Actually,
90% leysl is still -larger. 'The conclusion Is ,that there

-for. Nigh if.;:equel peen& dant* whether. they
eltal22.foreigh larigUage.:

Sub-Classes Sum-of Residuals

Somerville College Preparatory + 78:242 le
Someivil le Non-College Prep. - 55.595
Non-Somen7111. College .Prep. 168.825
NonSomervi lie .Non-C.ollecie P. =, 199

Total /
-a

n

228
188
426
443

116".

A one-way classification of variances Otoll sub -c losses was used, (Reference 1).
The results ate shovh: below ,

VI*
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Sum of
Squares

Without sets 200.1158

Within sets 23,44.3155
Total 23,640.4313

Degrees of Mean

Freedom Squares

F

3 66.7053 3.63
1274 18.3990

The results of the interaction of all of the sub-classes is greater than the theoretical F number

of 3.12 at the 95% level, but the theoretical F number at the 99% level is 3.78. While

there is no interaction based on the 99% level; the sub-classes could be indicative.
t

Using the methods of unequal sub-classes and using the within sets mean squares of

18.3990 as the error for the independent estimator, the main effect of Somerville and

non-Somerville was then compared. The results are shown below.

Degrees of Mean
Freedom Sql,arei

Without Sets 1 011587 - 0.0467.

Error 1274 111.3990

The results of the main effect of Somerville and no -Soinerville is less than the theoretical.

F number of .6.63 at the'99% level. The conclusion is that there is no effect between the

Somerville pupils and the non-Somerville-pupils in the combed Classes of 1958-61 in the

grade point average for pupils of equal general ability.
I

The same method was then employed for the second main effect of college preparatory

and non - college preparatory. The results are shown below.

Degrees of Mean

freedom Squares

Withouf sets 1-

Error 1274

F

154.2818 8.39,
18.3990

The results of the main effect of college preparatory and non-college preparatory is greater

than the theot4tical F number of 6.63 at the 99% level. The conclusion is that there is a .,

significant difference between the college preparatory pupi Is and the non-college preparatory

pupils in the grade point average in the combined Classes of 1958-61 for pupils of equal general

ability in favor of the college preparatory puli-.---

The general conclusion of this portior of the analysis of varianceishOws that the

general educational achievement of Somerville and non - Somerville pupils of equal general

ability is the same in the 'Class of 1957 and in,the combined Classes of 1958 -41. The inference,

therefore, is that the Somerville pupils who hcil the FLES program did not haves deleterious
effect in their general educational,achievement .
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Although the idual variance analysiOrows no siinificant-interac on rtr-17.Ke
sub-alas:elk in the d of 1957 and in the 'combined classes of 1958-61, the interaction
was relatively high. A supplemental analysis wo then performed usipg the combined

T total pooled residual variance is 18.5125 with 1277 degrees of
freedom as reported be e. The residual variance was partitioned by the number of pupils
in the college preparatcry group and the number of pUpils in the non-college preparatory
group. There were 654 pupils in the college preparatory group. Therefore, the degrees
of frdom were

,

654 ( 1277) = 649.9

In the college preparat group the mean was + 0.378. The total mean is - 0.006.
Adjusting the variance o the new college preparatory mean gives the new variance of
18.3650. This varianc multiplied by the degrees of freedom gives, as the sum of the .

squares, 11,335.9407. A one-wayAlarsification.of Sometville and non-Somerville analysis
was then performed and is reported below.

Sum of
Sub- Classes Residuals . n Mean

--7----'
Somerville College Preparatory +/ 78.242 228 + 0.34
Non- Somerville College Prep. + 168.825 426 + 0.40
Total + 247.067- .654. -TEM

0 I Sum of Degrees of Mean
Squares Freedom

1111.*\-
Without sets 0.4194 1 0.4193 0.023
Within sets 11,935.5214 / 648.9 \ 18.3927
Total - 11,935.9408 649.9

/In the-non-college preparatory group the mean was I' 0.404. The total mean is - 0.006.
Adjusting the variance to the new non-college preparatory mean gives the new variance of
18.3541. This variance multiplied by the degrees of freedom gives as the sum of the squares
11,509.3063. A one-way classification of the Somerville and the non-Somerville analysis
was then performed and is reported below.

0

The main effept' of Somerville and non-Somerville in the college preparatolry group is not
significant/the same analysis_was performed with the non-college preparatory. In the
non-col preparatory there were 631 pupils. Therefore he'd revs of freedom were:z / 1

(/
z

(1277) = 627.1/ 631
1285

1,1
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Sub-Classes Sum of n Means

Residuals

- 55.595- 188 - 0.30Somerville Non - College Prep
Non-Somerville Non-College 'P. -199:643 443 - 0.45
Total -255.238 631

Sum of Degrees of Mean
Suca.es Freedom Sctuares

Without sets 3.1687 I , 3.1687 0.17

Within sets 11,5n6.1376 626.1 18.3783

Total 11,509.3063 627:1

The main effect of Somerville and non-Somerville in the non-college preparatory group is

not significant. This result, together with the previous result, is of course reduridant.

The residual was rfext partitioned by the number of pupils in Somerville and the

number of pupils in non-Somerville. In Somerville there were 416 pupils. Therefore the

degrees of freedom were

fv1416 (1277)=413.4'
1285

In the Somerville group the mean was 4- 0.054. The total mean is - 0.006. Adjusting the

variance to the new Somerville mean gives, the new variance of. 18.5100. This variance c

multiplied by the degrees of freedom gives, as the sum of the squares, 7,652.2092. .

A one-way classification of the college preparatory and the non-college preparatory, analysis

was then performed and is reported below.

Sub-Classes Sum of n Mean

Residuals

Somerville College Preparatory + 78.242 228 + 0:34
Somerville Non-College Prep. - 55.595 188 - 0.30.

Total + 22.647 416 + 0.05

FSum of Degrees of

Squares Fre0arrr < Squares
-

Without sets
Within- sets

Total

,4 4:5234
7,607.6858

7,652.2092

1

412.4
413.4

44.5234
18.4469

2.41
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The, main effect of college preparatory and nor- college preparatory is not significant since the
theoretical F number at the 99% level is 6.72

In non-Somerville there were 869 pupils. Therefore the dew-Lees of freedom were

(1277) =-; 863.6

In the non-Somerville group, the mean was -f 0.035. The total mean was - 0.006. Adjusting
the variance to the new non-Somerville meai,,the new variance is 18.5116. This variance
multiplied by the degrees of freedom gives, the sum of the squares 1,986.4629. A one-way
classification of the college preparatory an the non-college preparatory,analysis was then per-
formed and is reported below;

-......

, Sum of
Sub-Classes Residuals n Mean

I

Non-Somervi l le College Prep. i+ 168.825
Non-Somerville Non-College F./ - 199.643
Total / - 30.818,

i

426 + 0.04
443 - 0.45
869 - 0.04

Sum of I Degrees of Mean , F

Squares I Freedom Squares

Withobt sets 155.7843\ /
1 155.7843 8.49

Within sets 15,830.6786 I 862.6 18.3525
Total 15,986.4629 863.6

.

The main effect of college preparatary-,-tion-college preparatory is significant since the theoretical
number at the 99% level is 6.69 a

The inference of the total anal is of variance shows that there is a difference in the
college preparatory, but the difference is concentrated in the non-Somerville group. The
inference; therefore, is that the Somerille pupils who had the FLES program did not have any
deleterious effect in their general educOonal achievement whether or/not they elected the
college preparatory or the non-col lege/preparatory program.

The combined Classes of 1958-161 were subjected to a one-way classification between
those pupils who elected foreign I nguage and those pupils who did not elect_Emforeign
language. InNthe regression of the gra e point average and the IQ, there is a residual variance
of 18.5125 with 1277 degrees of freedom, as reported before. Multiplying the residual variance
by the degrees of freedom gives 23,640.4313, the sum of the squares. The sum of residuals of the
classes in the variance analysis-wckas follows;

Sum of
Classes Residuals n

Any foreign language j + 34430 1054
No foreign language 11'0501 231
Total -"4'111- OTC 1285
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A one-way classification of variances of the classes was used. The results* are
shown belay

Sum of Degrees of Mean Squares
Sqrres Freedom

.0.5418 1 0.5418 0.029
23,639.8895 1276 18.5266
23,640.4313 1277

Without sets,
Within sets
Total

The result is less than the theoretical F number of 6.66 at the 99% level. The conclusion
is that there is no difference in the grade point average for pupils of equal general ability
whether they elected-a. foreign language or did not etect =foreign language. This
is the same conclusion as was reak:hed in the Class of 957.

In addition to the inferen e that there is no deleterious effect on the general
academic achievement of pupils if equal general ability from-the FLES progr Ai, the further
inference can be drawn that the arking system and the single curriculum are uniform.

Third Level'of Forel n La hievement

There were 343 pupils in this study who took the third level of a foreign language
(Spanish, French, Latin or German). 'Each pupil had a final grade in the third level .and a
gamma Otis IQ score. The same regressiois method, by years, emplc4fed in the grade point
average section' -of the study was used for the analysis of the third level marks. Again, the
teachers' grades were converted to letter grades.

The third level -foreign language grades were used without differentiation as to the
specific language to develop the regression with the IQ (the general ability test).
Flom this data five regressions were calculated by the least squareimethod.

E(z1)

E(z2)

'E(z3)

E(z4)

E(z5)

=

=

=

=

=

0.235x1

0.178x
2

0.439x3

0.336x4

0.317x5

+ 59.52

+ 62.59"

31.72

+ 43.39
\ s

+ \44.97

:

.

:

n

n

n

=

=

=

=

=

31

60

56

90

106
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where

.0

E(zi) = expected foreign language 3 grade from the IQ

1
= foreign language 3 grade in 1957

z2 = foreign language 3 grade in 1961

x.i'^= IQ in 1957

x5 = IQ in/1961

= number of ,pupils in one year

Each pupi I. has a residual which is the difference °Otis actual foreign language 3 grade from his
expected foreign language 3 grade, just as in the _grade point average procedure.

Each of the residuals can be categorized as plus or minus. . There were,166 plus residuals
and 177 minus residuals. The theoretical binomid distribution is within the 80% level. 'The
mean is, therefore, symmetrical. Using the previous work on the grade point average, we can
assume that this distribtitian will be normal. Since the residuals of the combined Classes of
1958 - 61 were calculated by five regressions, it is necessary to test by the Bartlett test for
equal variances. Iheractual chi-squared test was 6.8, which is less than the theoretical Bartlett
test of 7.78 for 4 degrees of freedom at the 90% level. This confirms the normality of the dis-
tribUtions of the ,residuals.

In this portion of the, study as i point average portion,- there was a builtin
control in the data of the Class of 957, since this was the last Class before the inception of the

' FLES program for the Somerville pu ils. The regression of the foreign language ,3 grades and the
I,Q has a residual variance of 29. 82 19 with 29 degreei of freedom. Multiplying- tills variance
with the degrees of freedom gives 8 .8 352, the sum of the square's. In this study in the Class
of 1957,_the pupils in foreign langu ge 3 were characterized/as Somerville, non-Somerville,
male and female. There is not enough data to differentiate according to the fortkign language

since some of the sub-classes are /void.

Sub-Classes Sum of Residuals

\
n

Somerville male - 9.503 3

Somerville female + 0.923. 11

Non-Somerville male -17.006 6'
Non-Somervi I le female . +25.576 11,
Total - 0.011 31,
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A one-way classification\of variances of all sub-classes was used. The results are shown 'below.

Sum of Mean FDegrees of
Squares Freedom Squares

Without sets
Within sets
Total

137.8423
726.9929
864.8352

3

26
29

45.9474
27.9613

1.64

The results of the interaction of all sub-classes is not significia' nt since it is less than the
theoretical F number of 4.64 at the 99%, level .

Using the methods of unequal sub-classes and using the within sets mean squares of
27.9613 as the error for the independent estimator, the nu in effect of Somerville and
non-Somerville was then compared. The results are shown below.

\
Without sets
Error

174

Degrees of
Freedom

1

Mean
cares

9.7206
27.9613

F

15.35

The results of the main effect of Somerville and non-Somerville is less than the theoretical
F number of 7.72 at the 99% level. The conclusion is that there Isnoleffect between the
SOrneryi Ile and the non-Somerville 'pupils in the Class of 1957 in the foreign language 3
grade for pupils of equal general ability:

. The same methcid was then employed for the second main effect of male and female.
The results are shown below.

Without sets
Error

Regress of .

Freedom

1

26

Mean
lame

103.7570
27.9613

3J1

The results of the main effect of male and female is less than the theoretical F number of 7.72
at the 99% level. However, the F number at the 90%ilevel is 2.11. The actual F number of
3.71 is less than-the theoretical F number at the 90% level. The conclusion is that there is
no significant difference between male and female in the Class of 1957. The results may be
indicative; however, the sample is small.

Since the residuals of the combined Classes of 1958-61 were calculated by 4 regressions,
it is necessary to test_ by the Bartlett test for equal variances.lhe actual chi-squared test was

test of 3.67 for 3 degrees or freedom at the 70%
ariances. The pooled residual variance\is
ng the degrees of freedom and the residual variance
sum of residuals of the sub-classes in the

3.46 which is less than the theoretical Bartlet
level. This justifies the pooling of the residu
55;4187 with 304 degrees of freedom. Mu, iply
gives 16,847.2769, the sum of the squa The

variance analysis was:

0
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Sub-Glasses Sum of Residuals n

Somerville-male-Spanish - 69.604 39

Somerville-male-French - 143.652 36

SOrnerville-miste-Lair4 + 21.761 4

Somerville-male-German + 9.784 2

Somer.!' I le-female-Spanish 52.651 45

Somerville-female-french 6.985 45

SomerVille-feritale-latin + 8.386 2
SomervIlle-female=Gemian 4.149 2

Non-Somerville-malerSpanish 51.081 20

Non'-Somervi Ile-male-French + 62.278 7

Non-Sontervine-male-Latin + 22.978 10

Non4ornerville-male-German - 66.599 17

Non-Somerville-female-Spanish + 66.295 32

Non-SomerVille-fertrale-French + 106.294 22

Non-Somerville-feniale-Latin + 54.901 18,

Non-Somerville-female-German + 37.286 11

Total 4.758 312

A one- way classification of variances Of all sub-classes was used. The,results

are shown below. ,

Sum-of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean Squares

Without sets
Wythin sets

. Teta'

2,913.0698
13,934.2071
16,847.2769

15
289
304

194.2046
48.215Z

.4.03

.

The results of the interaction of all the sub-classes is greater than the/theoretical F number

of 2.14at the 99% level. There is an interaction of the,sub-classes and the results will be

reported after the study of the main effects.

Using, he methods, of unequal sub-classes and using the within sets mean squares of

4$1.2152 as the error for the independent estimator, the main effect of omervi lle and

fly m-Somerville was then compared. The results are shown below.

Without sets
Error

Degrees of
Freedom

1

*289

Mean Squares

66.7372
48.2152

-72-
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The results of the main effect of SornEvillo and non-omerville is leas than the theoretical

F number of 6.76 at the 99% level. The conclusion is that there is no effect between the
Somerville pupils and the non-Somerville pupils in the foreign language 3 for pupils of equal

general ability.

The same method was used for the main effect of male and .female. he results

are shown below.

Degrees of
Freedom Mean Squares

Without sets 1 9.877'
Error 48.2152

0.20
.

The results of the main = ffect of male and female is less ,than the theoretical F number of 6.76

at the 9996 level. Th conclusion is that there is-no effect betwefen the..,male and female pupi

in the foreign long e 3 for pupils of equal general ability.'

The same ethod was used for the main effect, of the four foreign languages.

The results are below.

Without sets
Err

-Degrees-of
Freedain '4°P-Sta99res

3 655.0697 13.54.

289 . 48.2152

The results of the main effect of the four forei languages is signiftcant since the F number

is greater than-itise,thearetical- 'War. There is a difference between

--the-four foreign languages ir foreign langUag pilsce equal general ability.

Since there Is a siinifiaant interaction in the sub-classes of the combined Classes of

1958-61 in the foreign language'3 for pupils(of equal general ability, and since there is a main

effectof the four foreign languages, a supplemental asidtris was then performed. o

The residual variance was partitioned first by the number,of pupils in Somerville male,

Somervi Ile female, non-Semervi I le male, ,non- Somervi Ile female.f f

In the Somerville male sub =class lief. were 81 pupils. Therefore the degrees of freedom were:

if
/

81

(304) 78'9

'-73-



In the Somerville male the mean was -2.23. Adjusting the variance to the new Somerville
male mean gives the new variance of 50.4539. This variance multiplied bOhe degrees of
freedom gives; as the sum of the squares, 3981.9737. A one-way classification of the four
foreign languages was then performed. The results artsoriged.below.

Sub-Clasies Sum of Residuals

Spanish
French
Latin
German

Total

Without sets,
Within sets

Totar

- 69.604
- 143.652
+ 21.761
+ 9.784

- 181.7i1

Sum of
Squares

456.0509
a, 525.9228

3,981.9737

n /stiean,

-
36 - 3.99
4 5.44
2 + 4.89

81 - 2.24

Degrees. of Mean
Fre om Squares

F

3 t 152.0169 3.27
75.9 46f4408

78.0
0 I

/,
The result is less than the theoretical F number of 4.08 at the 999 level . The conclusion
is that there is no difference for Somerville males in the four foreign language 3 for pupils
of equal general ability.

In the Somerville female sub-classes there were 94 pupils. Therefore the degrees
of freedom were:

94
vaPki = Q 1.6

In the Somerville female the mean was - 0.59. Adjusting the variance to the-new Somerville
female mean gives the new variance of 55.0893. This variance mulplied by the degrees of
freedom gives, as the sum of the squares, 5,045.6279. A orie-way Ialassification of the four
fOreign languages,was then performed, The results are reported belt*/ .

Sub-Classes Sum of Residuals Mean

Spanish - 52.651 45 - 1.17
French - 6.985 45 - Q.15
,Latin +: 8.386 2 + 4.19
German - 4.149 2 - 2.07

Total .- 55.399 94 - 0.59



1.1

Sum of Degrees of Mean

Squares Friedoei 19.0Les...
F

,Without sets 73.8072 3 24.4024 0.44
Within sets 4,971.8207 88.6 56.1217

Total 5,045.6279 91.6

The result. is less than the theoretical F number of 4.01 at tie 99% level. The, conclusion

is that there is no difference for Somerville females in the four forel rt language 3 for pupils

of equal general ability.

In the total Somerville Classes 195841. without differentiatin
there were 175 pupils. Therefore the'degrees of freedom were:'

175
312 wwil = 170.5

according to sex,

The Somerville mean was 11.36. Adjusting the. variance to the new .Som

new variance of 53.6258. ,This varivance multiplied by the degrees of fre

sum of the squares, 9,143..9034. 4Cone-wqy classification of the four fo

then performed. The results are reported below.

Sub-Classes Sum of Residuals

Spanish - 122:255 .84

French - 150.637 81

Latin '+ 30.147 6

German +' 5.635 4

total - 237.110 175'

Sum of Degrees of
Sq6ares Freedom

Without sets 296.2222
Within sets 8,847.6812 167.5

Total 9,143.9034 170.5

Mean

- 1.46
- 1.86
+5.02'
+ 1.41

- 1.36

Maury*
:Squares

98.7407
52.8179 \

/ '

i Ile mean gives the
gives,las the

gn language4 was

1.87

The result is less than the theoretical F number of 3:92 at the 99% level. The conc ion is

that there is no difference for Somerville pupils of equal general ability in 'the four foreig%

language 3.
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In the non-Somerville male sub-class there were 54 pupils. Therefore the
degrees of freedo were:

p

4kpi

..54
SW (3" 52

6

In the non-Somerville oak) the mean was -0.40. Adiusting the variance to the
new non-Somerville male mean gives the new variance of 55.0765. This variance multiplied,
by the degrees of freedom gives, as the suni of the squares,-2,897.8521. A one-way -

classification of the fourloreign languages was then performed. The results are reported below.

Sub-Classes Sum of Residuals n Mean

Spanish - 51.081 20 - 2.55
French + 62.278 7 + 8.90
Latin . +.22.978 10 + 2.30 .

German - 66.599 17 - 3.92

Total - 32.424 - 0.60
4

Sum Of- Degrees of Mean
Iguar...2s Freedom u.k.crres

_

Without *els 978.7794 3 326.2598 "1- 8.44
i

\
\

Within sets 1,919.027 49.6 38.6793

T.-tal 2,897.8521 - 52.6
1

The rksuit is greater than the theoretical F number of 4.20 at the 99% level ..The conclusion
is that there is a difference for non-Somerville males of equal general ability in the four for-
eign language 3. ' .

In the non-Somerville female sub-a-cis-1 there-were-82-Pupi is. Therefore the degrees
of freedom were

83 (304) = 80.9
312

The non-Somerville female mean was +3.19. Adjusting the variance to the new non-Somerville
female mean gives a variance of 43.8247. This variance multipliea by the degrees of freedom
gives,' as the sum 6f the squares, 3,544.1943. A one-way classification of the four; foreign
languages or reported below.

-76-
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Sub-Classes Sum of itesicktalt-- n Mean

Spanish + 66.295 32 + 2.07
French + 106.294 22 + 4.83
Latin + 54.901 18 + 3.05
German + 37.286 11 + 3.39

,Total + 264.776 83 + 3.19

11! .Sum of Degrees of Mean
Squares Freedom Squares F

0

Without sets 100.9096 3 33.6365 0.76
Within sets 3,443.2847 77.9 44.2172

Total _3,544.1943 80.9

The result is less than the theoretical F number of 4.08 at the 99% level. The conclusion
is that there 's no difference for non-Somerville females of equal general ability in the
four foreign language 3.

In the total non-Somerville Classes 1958-61 without differentiation according to sex,

'Ihere.'were 127. pupils._ Therefore the degrees of freedom were
ACV. r

7.

127
/-10. (3*. 123.9

The non-Somerville mean was +1.83. Adjusting the variance to, the new Somerville mean

`gives the new variance of 52.0147. This variance multiplied by the degrees of freedom gives,

as the sum of the squares, 6,443.0657. A one-way classification of the four foreign languages

was then performed: The results are reported below:

Sub-Classes Sum of Rejiduals n Mean

Spanish 15.214'
French + 168.572
Latin, + 77.879
German - 29.313

Total + 232.352
_

52. + 0.29
29 +5.81
28 + 2.78
28 - 1.05

137 + 1.83

---I Sum' of Degrees of Mean

Squares Freedom Squares F

Without sets 1,517.8961 3 505.9654 12.42

Within sets 4,925.1696 120.9 *40.7476

Total 6,443.0657 123.9
t

-77-
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The result is greater than the theoretical F number of 3.94 at the 99% level. The conclusion

is that there is a difference for non-Somerville pupils of equal general ability in the four for-

eign language 3.

The supplant: ntal analysis shows that there is no differentiation of the four foreign lan-

guage 3 in the Somerville pupils of equal general ability who were in the FLES program, either

differentic sex or undifferentiated. In tie- supplemental analysis there is a differentiation

of the four .(...eigt. language 3 in the non-Somerville pupils of equal general ability without

differentiation by sex. Furthermore, there is a differentiation of the four foreign language 3-

in the non-Somerville males of equal general ability.

College Entrance Examination Board Foreign Language Achievement Tests

There were 50 pupils in this study who took thdC.ollege Entrance Examination Board

Foreign -Language Achievement Tests in Spanish, French, Latin andGerman. Each pupil also

had a gamma Otis IQ score. The same regression method employee in the grade point average

and the foreign language 3 marks was used.

The initial study wai used without differentiation as to the specific foreign language

to develop the regression with the IQ (general *lily test).. The regression is reported below.

E(w1) = 4 74x
1

- 70.3

where'
E(w

1
) = expected CEEB Achievement in a foreign language

xi = IQ

The residual was tested for normality using the chi - squared test with ten fractiles.

The degrees of freedom 4.fere 4,. The actual chi-squared was 5.71. The theoretical chi-squared

at the 80% level was 5.99. The residual is consistent to the normal distribution. A one-way

classification for residual analysis was performed. The raw data was:

° Somerville . Non-Somerville

CEEB-Achievement Mean 531.9 484.5

IQ Mean 122.1 122.9

n 27 23

Classes'.

Somerville
Non-Somerville

Sum of Resiiduals

+ 23.605
- 27).712

The residual variance of the regression is 13,118.5. This variance multiplied by the

48 degrees of freedom gives 629,689.9 as _the sum of the squares.
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Sum of
Squares

Degrees of Mean
Freedom Squares

Without Sets 32,707.3 1 32,707.3 2:58

Within Sets 596,982.6 47 12,695.9

Total_ 629,689.9 48

The residual distribution was normal, consistent to the 80% level . The theoretical F

/lumber is 2.84 at the 90% level = is result is just barely not significant. It represents a

difference of 47 points in the means Of i e Foreign Language Achievement Test in favor

of Somerville or the FLES program for pupils of equa general ability.

There were 41 pupils in the next study, which was restricted to the Spanish and French

CEEB Achievement Tests, the languages of the FLES program. Theregression with the IQ

(general ability test) is reported below.

where

E(w2) = 5.54x1 - 163.7

E(w2) = expected CEEB Achievement
in Spanish or French

x1 = IQ

The residual was tested for normality using the chi-squared test with ten fractiles.

The degrees of freedom were 3. The actual chi-squared was 3.49. The theoretical chi-squared

is 3.67 at the 70% level. The residual is consistent to the normal d6Tribution. A one-way

classiffcation for residual analysis wiz performed. The raw data was:

Somerville i*In-Somervi I le....,,,
.

, CEEB Achievement mean 536.9 469.7

IQ mean 121.7 122,4

n 26 15

Classes tum of Residuals

Somerville 26.004
Non-Somervi Ile - 45.072

The residual variance of the regression is 13,699.4. This variance multiplied by the 39 degrees

of-freedom gives 534,276.3 as theesum of the squares/.
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Sum Degrees of Mean
S ua es Freedom Squares F

Without .sets
Within sets

Total

48.,1_054,2

486222,1

53.4, 276,3

1

38

39

48,054,1
10,129.6

4.74

The residual distribution was nOmalt consistent to the 70% level. The theoretical F number
is 4.10 at the 95% level so thiis result is significiint. This represents a difference of 67 points
in the means of the CEEB Spanish and Achievement Tests in favor of Somerville or the
FLES program for pupils of ecitial general ability.

Continuity in Foreign Language Study

The lauei Is and their parents' estimate of the value of continuing in a foreign Language
was studied. The measure of continuance (non-drop-out) of the pupils in this study is defined
as follows: the number of p' piTs who continued to the next higher level of a foreign language
referred to the total number of -pupiis,who cot-Ad have so continued.

The continuity in eac of the four foreign languages, Spanish, French, Latin, and
German_wai used. The pu i Is in the study were categorized in addition as to Somerville, non-
Somerville, college preps story, and non-college preparatory. This study covered the data of
the combined Classei`of I 58-61, the Classes since the, inception of the FLES,program in Somer7
ville. The method used as the binomial distribution approximated by the normal distribution.

IThere are only two foreign languages, Spanish and French, in the sequence General
Lpnguage 1,2. The folio ing table will show the number of pupils in each category in General
Wig age I and the num er of these pupils who continued in General Language 2:.

Somerville!

C Ile e Pre rotor Non-College Preparatory

Gen. La 1 Gen. tang. 2 -Gen. Lang. 1 Gen. Lang. 2

Spanish 1 1 17 15

French 2 1 16 11

Spanish

French

le e Pre rato

Gen. Gen,' Lan

2

l%n- Somervi Ile

1

Non-College Preparatory

Gen. Lang. 1 Gen. Lang. 2

98 46
12 4



In the study of the continuation fro General Language 1 teGeneral Language 2 there
were 156 pupils in General Language 'I and 81 in General Language 2.

The pupils in the study were characterized as Somerville and non-Somerville.
By using these two populations. in the no al approximation of the binomial distribution, the
actual u test is 3.35 where u is the normal \Triate with mean o and Andard deViation 1.
The theoretical bi-lateral u test at the 99% level is 2.58. This u test is significant. Of the
Somerville pupils who enrolled in General Language 1, 78% continued to General Language 2.
Of the non-Somerville pupils who enrolled in General Language 1, 44% continued to General
Language'2.

In the General Language continuation study the pupils were then categorized
as to college preparatory and, non-college preparatory. By using these two populations in the
normal- approximatfon of the binomial distribution, the actual u test is 0.72. The theoretical
bi-lateral u test at the 9996 level is 2.58. This result is not significant, therefore there is no
difference between college preparatory and non-college preparatory in the continuance from
.General Language-110 'General Language 2. .The percentage is 53% in both cases.

In the General Language continuation study, the pupils were then categorized
as to Spanish and French. By using these two populations in the normal approximation of the
binomial-distribution, the actual u test is 0.06. This result is also not significant. Again the
percentage of pupils continuing from General Language 1 to General Language 2 is 5396 for
Spanish and for French.

There are four foreign languages in the sequence Language 1,2. 'The following
table shows the number of pupils in each category in Language 1 and the number of pupils in
each category who continued in Language 2.

4
4 1

College Prep.

Somerville

Non -College Prep.

Language 1 Language 2- Language 1 Language 2

Spanish 50 42 16 .2
French 50 45 10 2
Latin 42 35 11 3
German 27 22 7 1

Non -Somervi Ile

College Prep. Non- College Prep.

Language ..Language 2 Language 1 Language 2

Spanish 189 177 101 40
French 117 99 29 8

Latin 196 168 , 31 6'

German 82 75 22 14

N.B. The accelerated group was not enumerated in this table. .

r
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In the study of the continuation from Language 1 to Language 2, there were 980 pupils ,

in Language 1 and 748 pupils in Language 2.

The pupils in the study were,characterized as Somerville and non-Soinervi Ile.,
By using these two populations in the normal approximation of thlrbinomial distribution,
the actual u testwas 1.84. The theoretical bi=lateral u test at the 99% level is 2.58.

u test is not significant. There is no difference between the Somerville and non-
Somervill 'pupils in the continuation from Language 1 to Language 2. The percentage

was 76% in both cases.

In the Language 1, 2 continuation study, the pupils were characterized as
\ college preparatory anal, non-college preparatory. By using these two populations 'in the

normal appioximatiorelf the binomial distribution, the actual u test is 15:63. The theoretical

bi-lateral festal the 99% level is 2.58. This test is significant. There was a difference
between college preparatory and non - college preparatorrin the continuance from Language 1

to Language 2. 88% of-the college preparatory pupils continued from Language 1 to Language 2

while 3496 of the non -college preparatory pupils continued.

In ,the Language 1,\2 continuation study,_ the pupils were characterized as to the
languor elected; Spanish,. French, Latin or German. By using these four populations in the
normal approximation of the binomial distribution, the chi-squared testwas employed to
compare the four fbnguages. The actual chi-squared was 2.17. The theoretical chi-squared
test for 3 decrees of freedom and the i99% was 11.3, This result was4-not significant, so
there was no difference between the four fcireign languages in the cons ii from Language 1

to Language 2. There were 76% of the'poigts- --continuing from Languclie 1 to Language-2.,

There are four foreign languages in the sequence Language 2, 3. The following tale
shows the number of pupils in each category in language 2 and .the number of pupils 'n each
category who continued in Language 3.

Somerville

College Prep. \r Non- Colleje Prep.

Language 2 Lanctuage 3 Language 2

Spanish 122 72 32 14

'French 125 74 37 10

Latin 35 5 3 0
Germ7 22 3 1 0

Non-Somerville

College Prep. Non-College Mop;

- Language 2 tabguage 3
,

-Language 2 Language 3

Spansh 177 50
French 99 25
Latin 168 30
German 75 27

-82-
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N.B. The accelerated group was enumerated in the foregoing table
as part of the enrollment in Language 2.

In the study of the continuation from Language 2 to Language 3, there were 973 pupils in

Language 2 and 322 pupils in Language 3.

The pupils in the study were characterized as Somerville and non-Somerville.

By using these -two populations-in the normal approximation of the binomial distribution, the
actual u test wa047.52. The theoretical bi-lateral u test at the 99% level is 2.58, This u test
is significant. There was a difference between Somerville and non-Somerville in the continuation

from Language 2 to Language 7, The Somerville percentage was 47%, The non-Somerville
percentage was 2496.

In the Lan gage 2, 3 continuation study, the pupils were characterized as

college preparatory and non ollege preparatory. By using these two populations in the normal

approximation of the binomial istribution, the actual u test is 1.48. The theoretical bi-lateral

u test at the 99% level is 2.58. This u test is not significant. There was no difference between

the college preparatory and the non-college preparatory in continuation from Language 2 to

Language 3. There are 33% of the pupils who continue from Language 2 to Language 3 in either

case. a

In the Language 2, 3 continuation study, the pupils were characterized as to

the language eledted;. Spanish, French., Latitfor German. By using these four populations'in the
distribution IInotmal approximation of the binomial the chi-squared test was employed to compare,

the four languages. The actual chi-squared was 37.7. The theoretical chi-squared for 3 degree's-

. of freedom and the 99% level is 11.3. This result was significant, therefore, a- supplemental

analysis, using the u test by pairs was performed. Three of the,four languages could be pooled

since they were not significant, These languages were Spanishi French and German. Only Latin

was significantly different froM the others. In the three pooled languages, Spanish, French and

German, 38% of the Language 2 students continued to Language 3. In Latin 1756.ot the Language 2-
; --

students continued to Language 3.

There'are four foreijnianguages in the sequence Language 3, 4. The following

table shows the number of pupils in each category in Language 3 and the number of pupils in

each category in Language 4.

Somerville

College Prep. Non-College Prep.

.
Language 3 Language 4 Language 3 Language 4

Spanish 72 27 14 2

French 74 20 10 0

Latin 5 2 0 0

German 3 0 0 . 0



Non-Somervi I le

College Prep. I n -Co I lege Prep.

Language 4 Language 3Language 3,, Language :t1

Spanish 50 13 6 0

French 25 10 1 1,

Latin 30 13 0 Ci

German 27 1 4 0

In the study of the continuation from Language 3 to Language 4, there were 322 pupils in
Language 3 and 89 pupils in Language 4,

/ ,

The pupils in the study were characterized as Somerville and non-Somerville. By

using these two popuVitions in the/normal approximOtion of the binomial distribution, the

actual u test was 0.26. The theoretical bi-lateral u test at the 99% level 2:58. This

u test is not significant. There 'vs no difference between the Somerville and the non-Somerville
pupils in'the continuation from Language 3 to Language 4, The percentage was 28% in both
cases.

In the Language 3,4 continuation study, the pupils were characterized as college
preparatory and non-college preparatory. By using these two populations inothe notinal
approximation of the binomial distribution, the actual u test was 4,02, The thedtetical
bi-lateral u test at the 99%4level is 2.58, This result was significant. There was a differ-
ence between college preparatory and non-college preparatory in the continuance from
Language 3 to Language 4. 30% of the college preparatory pupils continued, from Language 3
to Language 4, while' 8% of the non-callege preparatory pupils continued.

In the. Language 3,4 continuation,$tudy, tha.pupils were characterized as to the language
elected; Spanish., French, Latin or German, By using these four populations in the normal
approximation of the binomial distributio ,' the chi-squared test was employed to compare
the four lionguageg. The actual chi-squa ed was 17.7. The theoretical chi .squared test for
three degiees of freedom and the 99% level was 11.3, This result fs significant. Therefore,
a supplemental analysis, using the u test by-pairs was performed. Three of the four languages

could be pooled since they were not significant. In these three pooled languages; Spanish,
French and Latin, 31% of the Language 3 pupils continued to Language 4. German hod 3%
of the Language 3 pupils continuing-to-Language 4.

The studies above Were concerned with both the College preparatory and the non- college
preparatory pupils, It is interesting to investigate the non - college preparatory pupils alone.
This study can include the differentiation of the Class of '1957, the last class before the inception
of the FLES program, with the combined Classes of 1958 - 61.

There were four categories of pupils in the non-college preparatory; Somerville combined
Classes 1958/- 61, non-Somerville combined Classes 1958 - 61, Somerville Class of 1957,
non-Somerville Class of 1957. The numbers of pupils 'in eackof the four categories who took
any foreign language and the numbers of pupils in each of the fow categories who did not take
any foreign language as well as the percentage of pupils taking a- foreign langudge follows;



Non-College Preparatory.

Somerville Non-Somervi I le Somerville Non-Somervi I le

Classes 1958-61 Classes 1958-61 , Class 1957 Class 1957

combined combined

Foreign Lang., 131

No .For.lang. 57
Total 188

Percentage 70

Only one of the,hcategories of pupils had-a FLES program. The remaining-three categories can

be pooled.

275, . 56

168 16. . 35

443 43 91

62 63 62

NOn-Col lege Prepa

FLES on-FLES

Foreign Lan . 13.1 358

No For. La 57 219

Total 188 577

Pementag 40.,
.., -..,,

62

T e pupils irl this study were characterized as FLES and non-FLES. 14i using these two
_r L

isePutatt in the normal approximatiomorine binomial distribution, the actyalu test is 1.80.
.The thel#retii* u test at the 9996 level is 2.58. This result is not Mathematically
-significi/ant at tie. 99% leVel. However, if only 5 of the 188 Somerville non-college preparatory .
pupils/duting. the four years switched to a.fOreign language, this result would have been significant.
at th 99% level Stated in another manner, theractual u test is,1.80,which is greater than
the tO% !evil, and significant at that -level.- The odds'are 13 to 1.
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